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I.
Green Mountain Girl:
My Introduction to Literature and the Environment
My life began in the Appalachian Highlands, on the eastern edge ofthe Green
Mountain National Forest, in the White River Valley ofcentral Vermont, where I was bom
into a family ofreaders and writers living close to the land. Literature and the environment
have been intertwined in my consciousness ever since. As a child, the first story I committed
to memory (thereby paving the way to reading) was Homefor a Bunny^written by Margaret
Wise Brown, and illustrated by Garth Williams. This book, given to me by my mother when I
was four years old in 1961, is, astonishingly, still in my possession more than forty years
later. A Little Golden Book with worn cardboard covers and brittle pages held together with
ancient, yellowing cellophane tape, its price, marked in red in the upper right-hand comer, is
twenty-five cents. On the front is an illustration ofa brown-and-white rabbit posed in
anthropomorphic bewilderment in a fieldof flowers. Inside, on the title page,the samebunny
crouchesbeside a clumpofstar-shapedblue flowers. Ifyou look closelyat the roots ofthe
blooms where theyare springing from a cushion of greengrass, youcan see the neat printing
ofmy twenty-three-year-old mother, Barbara; "Bluets."
MycopyofHomefor a Bunny is altered on almost every pagewithmymother's
handwriting, identifymg many of thewildflowers inGarth Williams's lovely illustrations:
dogtooth violet, swamp buttercup, skunk cabbage, herb Robert, wood anemone. My favorite
flower is near the end, where thebrown-and-white rabbit is standing with his new friend,
white rabbit, surrounded by aprofusion ofblooms. Near the bottom ofthe page is the
mysterious, pink, curvaceous "Lady's Slipper," a type ofswamp orchid, almost hidden firom
view, partially obliterated by little fingers that stroked the picture onthis page over and over.
The connection between literature and environment was reified for me when my
mother took me into the back woods ofthe Green Mountains to find the rare Lady's Slipper,
elusive andprotected bylawinVermont. After many days and hours of tramping through the
woods looking for the flower, finally, early onemorning in awetglenneara running brook,
we found a patch of the dainty orchids; yellow, notpink, spangled withdew, nodding and
swaying abovethe soft greenmosson the cool forest floor, dangling fi'om their slender stalks
like somanyelfinbootshungup to dry. Kneeling there, I worshipped the flowers. Mymother
let me stay as long as I liked, but shewouldnot let me touch them.Back home, I touched the
picture of the Lady's Slipper in Homefor a Bunny instead.
Later, I would come to understand that my mother was transmitting to me my cultural
heritage: the Smead clan, ofwhich I was the newest member in 1957, had long been
embedded in the Green Mountains ofVermont, cloistered in the deep forest, immersed in
nature and books. High in the foothills above Rochester village, in a little mountain
community called North Hollow, lay the Smead family farm, a smallholding populated in my
earliest memories by my paternal great-grandmother, Margaret Stetson Smead, my
grandparents, George and Ellen Smead, and my mother, Barbara, who came home in 1959
fi'oma brief, bad marriage in the South, aged twenty-one,with my brother and me. Barbara's
seven younger brothers and sisters completed the family on the Smead farm. (One ofmy
aunts, Alison, died in a car accident the year I was bom.)
Thirteen of us lived in twodwellings: Great-Grandma Smead in solitary splendor in
the "big house " and the other twelve adults and children in the renovated mmeworker's
shack that, years before, my grandfather had dragged up to the farm from the antique-verde
marble quarry ahalf-mile away, on skids behind the great-hearted Percheron, Blackie. My
grandfather had added some small rooms to the origmal cabin as more and more children
camealong, but the littlehousewas still verycramped.
Much ofthespace not occupied by children was stacked with books, hi the
mountains, there was no television, no radio, and no movie theater. For entertaiimient, adults
andchildren alikehadtwoprimary pastimes: roaming thewoods, andreading books. We
were dirt-poor, as were many native Vermonters inthat era. Yet we felt rich, because we had
all outdoors, andmore books thanwecould ever read, piled in every comerofmy
grandparents' little house. Books were regarded as anecessary expense, like food, orshoes.
Mygrandfather, George Horace Smead, a dreamer like Henry David Thoreau,
honestly believed itwas worthwhile toattempt living offtheland, soonthe hardscrabble
farm of some eighty acres, he reared nine children amongst cows, chickens, goats, pigs, and
horses, aswellas extensive vegetable gardens managed bymygrandmother andthesix girls.
In summer, the womenwent "berrying,"bringing homebuckets of raspberries, blackberries,
and blueberries from the mountain meadows. In autumn, they were "canning," put summer's
vegetables into sealedglassjars for thewinter. Inwinter, the threeboysjoined Grandpa
Smeadin "sugaring,"making syrup from the sap ofVermont's abundantmaple trees.
Producing food from the land to feed the Smead familywas a year-round occupation.
Similarly, Grandpa Smead believed in education and self-education. Though he had a
degree in philosophy from the University ofVermont, he worked for many years as a laborer.
and then a foreman, at the Weyerhauser lumber mill in the White River valley. But thejob
didnot wholly occupy Grandpa's mind. Athome inthemountains, heread constantly,
lecturing uschildren about the importance ofbooks, exhorting ustoread asmuch as he did
(an impossible dream). One by one, my young aunts and uncles went offto college, and
eventually, so didmymother. SodidI. Sodidoneofmybrothers.
Just aswe were expected tocultivate the land for nourishment, wewere also taught to
cultivate ourminds through literature. And justaswe were allowed toroam thewoods and
fields freely, nothing was off-limits tous children where books were concemed. Books for
children were in abundance on the farm, because mymother and hermanysiblings wereall
great readers. We were avid readers ofcomic books, bought for a few penmes apiece atthe
drugstore "downstreet," in thevillage ofRochester. We read adult literature, too, both
popular and classic, which came inanever-ending stream from thelibraries, rummage sales,
second-hand shops, and estate auctions mygrandparents haunted in their search forbooks.
Wewere allowed to readanything and ever3rthing. I recall the delight in the faces of the
adults when you provedyou were a precocious readerby bringingup a referenceto some
piece ofadult literature like, say. The Grapes ofWrath, which I readwhen I was ten years
old. Insteadofbeing censoredin our reading, we childrenwere encouraged to read far above
our age levels, and we did so, gladly.
My grandmother, Ellen Blood Smead, a registered nurse out ofDartmouth College's
nursing program, kept a shelfofher old textbooks in a glass-fronted case in the same room
where we took our meals. Somehow, we children imderstood that these books were almost
sacred, and so we never looked at them until we were alone in the house (which didn't
happen veryoften). But sometunes whenall the adults wereoff the farm, andwewere
expected to comport ourselves in a safe andresponsible manner, wetooktheblack tomes
from their row on the shelf, handling them as reverently as iftheywere Bibles, studying the
captioned grainy black-and-white photographs of nude menandwomen, deformed babies,
diseased limbs. Much ofwhat I know about human anatomy, which I use in my pencil
drawings, and also in mywriting, dates back to my grandmother's old nursing textbooks. I
remember the compelling feeling of horrorandfascination that cameoverme as I studied
photographs oftwo-headedbabies, or conjoined twins: two people bound together as one, or
one person with two faces. I felt a strange kinship with these monsters.
We children read magazines, too, especiallyNational Geographic. Copies of this
journal dating back to the early part of the twentieth centurywere stored in an upstairs closet
ofmy great-grandmother Smead's big house, which later burned down. When my brother,
aunt, and I were in the bedroom playing dress-up among the old suits and petticoats of the
previous generations, I often took time out from pretending to be an adult, to sit on the end
ofthe bed paging through photographs ofbig skies and oceans, leaping deer, small children
with dark skin, or red hair and freckles. I put myself in every picture, imagining myself far
away. Something stirred in my blood and aroused me. I became touched with wanderlust. I
felt another bequest frommy ancestors: the desire to roam. I knew at an early age that
somedayI'd be leaving the GreenMountains, thoughwhen the time came, I wasn't prepared.
However, I'd practiced leave-taking many times in the pagesof books andmagazines I was
reading.
Although literature andthe environment were always inseparable inmylife, I never
dreamed as a childporingoverNationalGeographic that I wouldbecome a reader, writer,
and critic in the academic setting. A troubled life, begun in the mountains, interruptedmy
schooling, though I obtained a G.E.D. at age eighteen. I became a mother that year, too, and
then three more children kept me busy, while at the same time, I was working to help support
my femily. I pursued more education, but in slow motion. It took me over twenty years to
earnan unlikely Bachelor's of Science degree in English (obtained by takingextracourses in
botany,biology,and anthropology). Havingthe diplomain hand excitedme, so after a year
off, I decided to go back to school. By then, I was forty-five years old. I brought with me the
only two assets I'd ever claimed: a love ofbooks, and a bone-deep connection to the
environment. By the time I entered the graduate program in English at Iowa State University,
I'd read more books than I could count, and Pd spent most ofmy life in the out-of-doors. I
decided to major in literature and creative writing, so I could keep reading and writing about
the world I love.
I've always been influenced by books, reading widely for both pleasure and
information. I entered graduate school reading, among other writers, Paul Theroux, an
important twentieth-century stylist in both fiction and non-fiction. I had come to Theroux by
wayofGrahamGreene,whose novel The Heart oftheMatter I read as a teenager. I started
reading Theroux when mychildren were young, and though I wastied down, I dreamt my
waythrough Theroux's travelbooks, like The Kingdom bytheSea (aboutEngland) and The
Happy IslesofOceania (onthe South Pacific). I also readBruce Chatwin, whose strange,
hilarious, semi-nonfictionai history ofAustralian aboriginals. The Songlines, remains oneof
myfavorite books of alltime. Foryears, I'vemulled over Chatwin's opening, which seems to
me amodel ofthe perfect first sentence: "In Alice Springs—a grid ofscorchingstreetswhere
men in long white socks were forever getting in and out ofLand Cruisers—I met a Russian
who was mapping the sacred sites ofthe Aboriginals" (1). Everything important to me is in
this sentence: a particular time and place, a landscape and its people, a joumey. It is the kind
ofwriting I like to read: fabulous, but believable. It's the kind ofwriting I like to do.
I've always been writing, but mostly for myself, in journals. There, in the private
pages ofmy life, I find myself searching for words to describe the world around me: trees,
flowers, animals; people and buildings; sky, water. Every landscape fascinates me, and I'm
always looking around at the scenery as ifI were a stranger, though I feel at completely at
home everywhere. My writings are a sort ofmental postcard to myself, each one saying
"Wish you were here."
I had endured a traumatic displacement at the age ofeleven, when my mother fled a
bad second marriage, carrying four children and everything she owned across the country in a
little AMC Rambler. We landed in Ames, Iowa, where her sister had been living since the
early 1960s. I hated Iowa at first, and longed to return to the East. Virulent homesickness
lodged inmy chestandguts; I felt trulyuprooted, likea plant tom fi-om its nurturing soil. I
feltmyselfbegin towiltanddie. Togetpastthepainof losingmyhomeland, I keptreading,
writing, and drawing; pursuitsthatmade me feelwhole again. Somehow, thewound of
displ^ement healed over, and in itsplace, instead ofa scar, was a tender feeling for every
place anyone calls home. Iwanted tokeep writing about all those places.
Oneday, as an adult, flying backfrom avisit to Vermont, I realized I had fallenin
love with Iowa. Its big skies and limitless horizons gave me asense ofexpansive freedom
that I had never feU in the cloistered hills ofVermont. And something in me worshipped
Iowa's extremesof heat and cold, the harshwinds, the magnificent storms that swept the
prairies. I felt at home onthegrasslands. I began tosuspect that I would never live in
Vermont again, because thehome I'd imagined inthe Green Moimtains did not exist for me
in the sameway anymore. Yet I wasn't tied to Iowa,either.
Traveling around America, I discovered, tomysurprise, that I loved every place I
found myself in, whether city orcountry, mountain ordesert, East orWest. Nevertheless,
every time I daydreamed about settling down somewhere new, myimagination immediately
tookwing, neversatisfied being tiedto only oneplace. Deatii, forme,became the only proper
endto roaming. When I die, I want to shed everything earth-bound, disappearing likesmoke
into thebig skyoversome grassland ormountain, leaving behind onlythetrailofmywriting.
What betterway to spend the rest of my dayson Earth than writing about its beauties
and horrors? I see the Earth for what it is: a part ofme; owned by me and owning me so
completelyI feel in my bones how I sprangfromthe ground. My cosmologyis like that of
many people who live close to the land: I find mystic^ fiilfillment there. My economy is
Earth-tutored; like my grandfather, I honestly believe it worthwhile to attempt living closer to
the land. So in the final analysis, there could be no better subject for me as a writer than the
Earth: its environments, its landscapes, its living creatures. I want to craft a thesis uniquely
mine, a piece ofwork that makes a contribution to the field ofacademic study that comprises
literature and the environment, and also to the art of creativewriting.
With a double specialization in literature and creativewriting, I studied imder a
professor from eachdiscipline. A thirdprofessor guided me through pedagogy
considerations. Inplanning for my master's thesis, I decided early on to divide it into two
related pieces comprising literary theory and creative writing.
In the literary theoiy section, Iwant to accomplish several goals. First, I want to
introduce the English department atIowa State University to the field ofecocriticism, the
study ofliterature inits relationship to the physical envkonment. Second, Iwant to make a
contributionto the field ofecocriticism by readinga significant twentieth-century wnter
through the lens ofenvironment orplace. And third, Iwant to develop anew apparatus for
ecocritical reading.
I dropped Paul Theroux asa subject because though heis undoubtedly a literary
master ofplace-based writing, both fiction and nonfiction, I simply didn't want to take him to
bedforanother entire year. True tomyown reading habits, I wanted a new companion for my
thesis journey. Itwasan easy decision to focus onanAfiican American writer, because my
literature professor, Jane Davis, had introducedmetomany in theclasses I took with her.
And I knew that the field ofecocriticism needed to diversify in its approaches to literature
and the environment. However, it was in one ofSheiyl St. Gennain's creative writing classes
that I was introduced to YusefKomunyakaa, whose poems made me tingle all over with
recognition ofthe beauty and horror he found in the physical environments ofhis Louisiana
and Vietnam. I felt I knew Komunyakaa's jungle, city, and bayou through the precision ofhis
words and images, which evoked in me passionate memories ofmy own deep forests, slums,
and swamps. Komunyakaa made me feel fi^er than I'd felt in a long time; reading his poems,
I felt my spirit lift off. He was my kind ofwriter, abstract and precise, elegant and
inscrutable. I felt lucky to be reading his poems, and so many ofthem burned into my soul, I
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knew I wanted to include Komunyakaa in my thesis.
I also wanted to tie Komimyakaa to a particular critical apparatus, using his poetry as
an exemplar to explain what I saw as the connection between literature and the environment.
I had been studying biosemiotics, a field in biologythat examines sign systems in nature, and
I knew the disciplinewas very close to touchingEnglishdepartments in American
universities. In fact, the literary theorist Louise Rosenblatt, originator of''reader-response"
literary criticism, had pointed in her writings at an understanding of literature centered in
biology, offering her "transactional reading" theory to explain how meaning is created
between readers and texts. Rosenblatt distinguishes her transactional criticism firomthe
objective/subjective models offered by most other forms of literary criticism by emphasizing
'that particular moment ofrelatedness-between-the-organism-and-the-environment which we
call a literary work ofart" (173). This formulation ofmeaning implies, among other things, a
biological basis for understanding literature. Rosenblatt explicitly links her transactional
criticismto semiotics throughCharlesSaunders Peirce (c. 1938),whoseworks are
foundational in the field ofbiosemiotics. My contribution to the field ofliterature and the
enviroimient is a critical apparatus I call 'transactionalecocriticism," borrowing firom
Rosenblatt'spreceptsto give ecocritical pursuits a theoretical imderpinning,
hi "Gods Lived Under ThatMud: Transactional Ecocriticism &YusefKomunyakaa's
Magic City" I introduce ecocriticism anddiscuss some of its critiques, oneofwhich is the
lack ofdiversity inthe field. I borrow the term "praise songs" tocharacterize a type of
ecocriticism (or, byextension, literature about theenviroimient) thatismonothematic,
undiversified, andnon-cntical. I thendiscuss Afiican Americans, literature, andthe
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environment, analyzing perceptions ofblackwriters and theenvironment, anddiscussing
"toxicdiscourse," which contrasts to "praise songs" withan alternative viewof literature and
the environment. Uniting LouiseRosenblatt's transactional theory of literature with
ecocriticism, I explain why this approach iswell-suited to a diversity of texts that focus on
the environment. A closer lookat the poetYusefKomunyakaa reveals his 'Svriterly"
philosophy of literature and theenvironment that closely matches Rosenblatt's transactional
theory. Afterdiscussing theroles of nature andculture inKomunyakaa'sMagic City, I
analyze several of his poems from a transactional ecocriticism perspective. Finally, I point to
places where literary theory is likely tobecross-fertilized with diverse knowledge from other
disciplines, including biology.
On the creative writing side ofmy two-part thesis, I chose pieces I had worked on
xmder the guidance ofSheryl St. Germain. From the beginning, I wanted to include in my
thesis a collection ofwritings about the two places I know best: Vermont and Iowa. Like
YusefKomunyakaa, I had been writing about "home," or a place just like it. This home,
though I loved it, also frightened me and caused me pain. Long ago, I acknowledged that
nature, the environment, my world, would always be a place of both beauty and horror. The
thought doesn't bother me. The aesthetics ofmy writing spring from my own experiences,
which lead me to believe that home is nowhere and everywhere at the same time.
In "Green Mountain Girl: A Collection ofWritings about Vermont and Iowa," I
explore environments where I've spentmost of my life. Fromhundredsof pieces ofwriting, I
narrowed the selection down to five. "Impala" recounts an incident in my childhoodwhen I
was given a cup of doe's milk to drink after deer-carcrash on a back-coimtry road in
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Vermont. My earlylifewas inextricably bound upwithdeerbecause mystepfather wasa
hunter, and venison was often served on our table. I wrote about this incident in many
different forms over the years. In this incarnation, it is an essay, which won an AWP Intro
JournalsContesthonorablemention in the springof 2005. Several aesthetics informedthe
choices I made in this piece: I wanted to shownativeVermonters in their natural
environment, I wanted to use humor, and I wanted to write about a man I called Daddy, who
had troubledmy life in ways I intemalizedforever. This essay is creativenonfiction in that it
blurs the boundary between truth and fiction- however, ifmy mother were to read it, she
would probably ^ree every word is true.
I wrote "Deep, Fleeting Forest" as a transitional piece, specifically for this thesis, to
explain how I got fi-om Vermont, where I was bom, to Iowa, where I now live. The shock of
displacement was so severe that all memory ofthe traumatic day when I left Vermont is
buried forever. What I recall are bits and pieces, a disjointed collection ofimages that makes
me bum and sweat, even now. Yet the reason for my displacement was an act of love on my
mother's part, and I try to acknowledge that here. I hope to give the reader a sense ofmy
family, and to set the stage for the piece about my brother that follows.
My yoimgest brother. Lee James, was bom a few months before my family left
Vermont. By that time, his father, my stepfather, the man we called Daddy, had bmtalized all
ofus into numbness with his violent, criminal acts. My mother had become a shadow, a
ghost, a bone-thin scarecrowwith a permanentlyhaunted look on her face. Her final
pregnancywas difficult, and when Lee James arrived, he was a puny screamer who never
seemed to settle into his ownskin. Hewasjumpyand irritable, as if he'd beenpoisoned by
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the toxic environment he was bom into. I was always close to Lee James because, eleven
years older, I was, inmany ways, his "other mother." When hestarted showing signs of
mental illness in yoimg adulthood, I immediately recalled the sickening worldof his birth,
and did not wonder much what was wrong with him. Last year, Lee James had another
birthday in prison. Hewrote mea letter, asking meto compose a story about himfora gift.
The result is "A Place to Stand in All That Water." I never forget that, for some ofus, the
environment is a verysmall placenotclosely related to nature; in thiscase, an Iowa prison.
The piece is presented as straight-forward fiction, yet everyword of it is true. Someparts
havebeenalteredto disguise the iimocent. Thegreatsurfer. DukeKahanamoku, reallydid
exist.
In my family, everygenerationseemsdestinedto have its misfits and troublemakers,
like my brother, and like my own son, the subject of"A Little Part of It in Everyone."
Mothers writing about troubled sons face special difficulties: it's easy to slip into
sentimentality, or on the other hand, self-justification. It's tempting to reject the problem, or
cover it up by not paying attention to it. Similarly, the environment can be a black sheep,
too—as painfid as a troubled son. When a geography comes to feel intolerable, it's tempting
to escape, or to deny our connection to it. I've often felt cursed by the environments I lived
in, especially during Iowa winters, just as I've often felt ill because ofthe troubles with my
son. This piece brings together winter and my son in an embrace that comes as close as I
could get to the truth about my child and snow. While the incident described is not fiction,
certain facts have been altered for artistic and personal reasons.
Finally, I end these selectionswith anotheressay, "Requiemfor an Owl." Ever since
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childhood, I've beenfascinated by large birds. Asa child, I studied books about hawks, owls,
andeagles, dreaming I wasoneof them. The bond between humans and birds is very strong,
as evidenced bythebigbirdwho lives withmyson. Hername is Eliot, andshe's a blue-and-
gold macaw from South America. After years ofknowing Eliot, I can attest that these big
birds areintelligent, loving, andself-conscious. This essay is dedicated to a great-homed owl
who passed throughmy life recently: so beautiful, bearing somuchhorror.
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n.
Gods Lived Under That Mud:
Transactional Ecocriticism & YusefKomunyakaa's Magic City
Ecocriticism: An Overview ofLiterature and the Environment
Ecocriticismis not a new field, yet onlywithin the past fifteenyears or so has it
attractedthe kind ofattentionthat virtuallyguarantees its viabilityas a respectable academic
pursuit. When theModem Langu^e Association (MLA) solicited comments onecocriticism
in 1999for publication in its journal,PMLA^ many respondents notedecocriticism's
burgeoning import in the humanities. As Jean Arnold points out:
Lookingat texts for their ideas about the naturalworld results in a cross-fertilization
ofthe humanities with other academic disciplines: when literature combines with
biology, cultural theory, biochemistry, art, ecology, history, and other sciences, any
combination of these fields forms a cauldron ofbrand-new perspectives. Through
ecocritical practices, the humanities can play a unifying role in creating a new form of
knowledge. The core ofthis intellectual activity spills over fix)mthe English
departments into the increasing number of environmental centers on campuses across
the country, where humanists and scientists collaborate. (1089-1090)
Lawrence Buell notes that while "the study of literature in relationship to physical
environment dates back almost as far as literaiy criticism itself {PMLA "Letter" 1090), only
recently has the field acquired a professional organization allied with the MLA, (the
Associationfor the StudyofLiteratureandEnvironment or ASLE),and a scholarlyjournal
(ISLE: Interdisciplinary Studies inLiteratureandEnvironment). Also, according to William
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Slaymaker in the same PMLA forum on ecocriticism, "[t]he phenomenal growth in
environmental literature and ecological literary criticism in the 1980s and 1990s is evident
everywhere in world literary conmiunities" (1100).
Evidence ofecocriticism's growing importance in literary studies is also present in
the ASLE membership directory, showing a sizable community comprising the United States,
Australia, Canada, Europe, and Asia. Similarly, the ASLE website (<www.asle.umn.edu>)
shows a worldwide interest in ecocriticism, with its many bibliographies, articles, syllabi, and
discussion lists covering writers and subjects from around the globe. The ASLE website also
lists graduate programs in literature and the environment in American colleges and
universities in New Hampshire, Arizona, California, Montana, Nevada, and Oregon. The
English department ofmy own alma mater, Iowa State University, recently proposed a
programfor aMaster ofFineArts (MFA)degree in creativewritingand the environment. It
is hopedthat the IowaBoardofRegents will approve this degree program.
Ecocriticism's initial project was spelledout by CheiyllGlotfeltyin The Ecocriticism
Reader: Landmarks inLiteraryEcology (edited byGlotfelty andHarold Fromm, 1996):
"Simply put, ecocriticism is thestudy of therelationship between literature and thephysical
environment" (xviii). Glotfelty goes onto liken ecocriticism tofeminist and Marxist literary
criticism, in thatit examines literature from aparticular critical perspective; in this case, an
"earth-centered approach" (xviii). Glotfelty asks, "In addition torace, class, and gender,
should/j/ace become a new critical category?" (xix). Inthesame book, William Howarth
offers this "long-winded gloss" on what an ecocritic isand does: "[A] person who judges the
merits and faults ofwritings that depict the effects ofculture upon nature, with a view toward
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celebrating nature, berating its despoilers, and reversing their harm through political action"
(69). In this respect, ecocritics share common groimd with literary critics ofrace, class, and
gender, whose readings and judgments are often played out ina seamless unity oflife and
work. Many practitioners ofecocriticism live and work "green," choosing a lifestyle that is
wellsuited to the diminished economic expectations ofmost literary professionals.
I entered the field ofecocriticism as a non-traditional (aged 47) graduate student at
Iowa State University, working toward anM.A. inEnglish, with a double specialization in
literature andcreative writing. I spent most ofmylife in troubled rural environments in
Vermont andIowa, encountering racism, violence, and pollution inmountains and grasslands
that were incomparably beautiful inalltheir chaos. When I started towrite, I found myself
describing woods andprairies, theplaces bred inmy bones. Coming to ecocriticism from the
"realworld,"where it tookme over twenty years to earna Bachelor's of Science degree in
English while working at a variety ofjobsrequiring manual labor in theout-of-doors, I find
the conversations and tensions around culture and nature fascinating. I agree with Jean
Arnold's somewhat startling claimthat ecocriticism has the powerto revivify the humanities,
and even create new knowledge. As for cross-fertilization, I believe it is only a matter of time
until teachers in the sciences start requiring their students to take composition, literature, and
creative writing classes that focus on the environment. I expect the importance of literature
about the environment to grow, as understandings about how humans affect, and are affected
by nature, continue to develop in the post-genomic world.
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Critiques ofEcocriticism
Ecocriticism is not without its challengers. Notable among them is Dana Phillips,
whose book The Truth ofEcology: Nature, Culture, andLiterature inAmerica "attempts to
rediscover, to complicate,and hence to redefineecocriticism, where despite the relative
newness ofthe field, or perhaps precisely because of it, some creaky old traditions have
found refuge and are giving off an odor ofmoldy fig..(ix). Phillips wants to "disenchant"
ecocriticism by "deploying theoretical, philosophical, and scientific insights in the
development ofa rationale for describing and interpretingthe multifarious relations ofculture
and nature in the present day, as well as in the recent past" (40-41). In response to
ecocriticism's seeming preoccupation with "moldy fig" nature writers like Henry David
Thoreau, John Muir, Aldo Leopold, Edward Abbey, Annie Dillard, and Gary Snyder, whose
claim to fame are their compelling "representations" ofnature, Phillips says,
Ecocriticism has been fiill ofadmiration and praise for the literature it likes best:
nature writing and nature poetry. In effect, ecocritics have been saying to that
literature, in one essay after another, "You are beautiful." They have gone no further
than this in their commentary, and have seemed distrustful ofany literary analysis that
dares to be forceful—that makes critical and philosophical distinctions, and isn't all
bark and no bite. (139)
It is true that much ecocritical activity has revolved around a fairly stable canon of
nature writers, with littie dissent about the value and meaning ofthe texts. Phillips also takes
issuewith ecocriticism's stanceas oppositional to the academy, in that someofits
practitioners believing ecocriticism hasmore "common senseandgoodstewardship" (139)
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than many literary critical endeavors (which some ecocritics, perhaps justifiably, feel are
somewhat divorced fit)m reality). Phillips cites Lawrence Buell's contention in the PMLA
forum on literatures of the environment that ecocriticism is
more like such prior critical insurgencies as feminist, ethnic, and gay revisionisms
than like New Critical formalism, deconstruction, and new historicism, in that
literature-and-environment studies takes its energy not fi-om a central methodological
paradigm ofinquiry but fi:om a pluriform commitment to the urgency ofrehabilitating
that which has been effectively marginalized by mainstream societal assumptions."
(Buell "Letter" PMLA 1091, qtd. in PhilHps The Truth 138)
Not so, says Phillips. For one thing, ecocriticism has a "conservative, belletristic tenor,"
while at the same time, the "insurgencies" that Buell mentions are actually well entrenched in
the academy, having developed a "paradigm ofinquiry," whereas ecocriticism has not yet
done so, according to Phillips (139). Furthermore, argues Phillips,
feminist, ethnic, and queer studies are conducted on their own behalfby women,
ethnic minorities, and queers, or by sympatheticcolleagues, all ofwhom have the
signal advantage oftheir status as professionals.Ecocritical studies as defined by
would-be realists must be conducted entirely by proxy, since neither texts nor trees, as
objects rather than subjects,have any statusor standing in the academy(139).
Phillips's argumentworks becausea neither a text nor a tree is in the same categoryas the
person representedby the critical categories offeminist, ethnic, and queer.
Phillipsalso deplores the ecocritic'stendency to conflate *terms and concepts of
ecology andenvironmentalism" with "terms and concepts of literary andcultural theory"
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(140). For example, Phillips cites ecocritic William Rueckert's assertion that apoem is a
model ofan ecosystem (141). Phillips argues that this isa faulty analogy, because apoem is a
discrete cultural production, imlike an ecosystem, which happens everywhere always, through
the non-teleological actions ofbiology, geology, climate and so on. Furthermore, apoem has
a limit, which, once reached, exhausts the poem's usefiilness. No one wants tolive onjust
one poem, whereas, theoretically, at least, one could usefully live injustoneecosystem: ..
forced to live inanatmosphere ofjustone poem, no matter how good that one poemmight
be, most ofuswould soon begin tofeel restless and towish that the one poem could be 'used
up,' and the sooner the better, sothat we might look for imaginative sustenance elsewhere"
(141). According toPhillips, "Reuckert's view ofliterature isbased onananalogy that is at
best overstated and at worstentirely false" (143). Ecocritics aremistaken to believe that the
best"nature writing" is thatwhich most closely represents the original in nature, andeven
more mistaken to think that such literature is equivalent to nature itself.
However, Phillips acknowledges, "thecomplexity of language, poetic language in
particular, is expressive ofthecomplexity ofnature at least some of thetime" (144). Phillips
advocates a kind ofnature writing that is representative, but artfully selective, or even
eliminative, ofdetails, in the way that Roger ToryPeterson's Field Guide to the Birds,
elaborating his systemfor identifying birds, uses "fieldmarks" to give birders the "mimetic"
experienceofthe actual bird. (This bookwas part of the literaryfurnitureofmy childhood,
because my mother is a lifelong bird-watcher. I well remember studying Peterson's black
silhouettes ofbirds to discover their identifying shapes against a sky full ofglare.)
Phillips explains, "A field mark is any distinctive feature setting one species ofbird
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apart from others, especially its near congeners [members ofthe same species]: barred tail
feathers, eyebrow ridges, a curved bill, and unusual flight pattern, and so on" (173). Phillips
claims that Peterson's type ofabstract mimesis isactually better atrendering a recognizable
version ofnature than something more representative, like a photograph, ora even a closely
rendered written description (174). Peterson's field-mark system works so well because it is
only "accidentally mimetic," relying not on representational sameness, but on difference, to
distinguish one bird, especially aclose relative, firom another (175). Also, in order to
comprehend the individual bird inthe environment, the bird-watcher must have a
"transaction" with theenvironment, going back and forth between theactual experience of
thebirdandthe textdescribing it, while at the same time, employing tools likebinoculars to
aid in the operation of identification (179).
In conclusion, Phillips states, "The upshot ofallthis is that Peterson's FieldGuide
resembles theperpetually open texts celebrated byrecent literary theory: no 'reading' ofthe
Field Guideever achieves 'closure,' even as theoryhas foretold" (180). However, it is
debatable whethermost literary professionals would classify the Field Guide as literature in
the strictest sense of the word.
Another critiqueofecocriticism is that the field is not diverse enough—inits
practitioners, in the texts they read, write, and criticize, and in the conclusions they reach.As
Michael P. Cohen argues,
In its enthusiasm to disseminate ideas, a certain version ofnarrative ecocriticism
might be better described as praise than criticism. I call this version ofecocriticism
the "praise-song school"... In style, much so-called "narrative scholarship" is not
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sharply analytical but gracefully meditative; inhomage to Thoreau, perhaps, it
includes thefirst person. Narrative scholars look at landscapes not asfields for
argument, butas scenes for reconciliation—ofthewilderness ethic with the
stewardship ethic, ofnature with culture. Such lyrical, nearly religious work
approaches a timeless harmony, and seems to be beyond rational scrutiny, (par. 63-65)
Cohenalsodescribes oneof the enduring problems of ecocriticism: its lackof
diversity fi"om perspectives ofrace, class, gender, and sexuality. Noting "clear evidence of
growing interest inenvironmental and social justice issues" 79), aCaucus for Diversity
was formed within ASLEin 1999, of \^ch Cohenwasa founding member. In their letterto
the executivecouncil ofASLE, the caucusasks formore diversityin conference proceedings
(ASLE Caucus "Letter^').
Similarly, ecocritic Michael Bennett notes in"Anti-Pastoralism, Frederick Douglas,
and the Nature of Slavery," that in theory, "ecocriticism couldbe appliedto anycultural
artifact," but in practice,"ecocriticismhas tendedto focus on the genre ofnaturewriting, a
designationusually reservedfor essaysabout the two environments most removed firom
human habitation: the pastoral and the wild" (195). Bennettgoeson to ask, "[W]hat use is
ecocriticism if the culture under consideration has a different relationship with pastoral space
and wildemess than the ideal kinship that most nature writers and ecocritics assume or seek?"
(195). Bennett is interested in the anti-pastoralism evident in Frederick Douglas's slave
narrative: while the pastoral impulse in the antebellum South conceived ofan Edenic nature
in which the fiiiits of the Earth sprang forth unaided by human intervention, the reality of
slavery created an anti-pastoral sentiment in slave narrators, who "brought the fruits of
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southern agriculture and husbandry to the tables ofthe white ruling classes" (199). Therefore,
African Americans may not share the celebratory views ofnature held by many nature writers
and ecocritics.
In the PMLA forum on literatureand environment, ElizabethDodd notes "African
Americans seem largely absent from this burgeoning literary, cultural, and critical
movement" (1094). She continues,
[Nature writing] has not attracted many black writers, who likely find that what
Robinson Jefifers calls inhumanism—the literary attempt to deflect aesthetic and
thematic attention away from human beings [...]—holds little appeal forwnters who
already feel themselves politically, economically, and sociallymarginalized" (1095).
Dodd goes ontourge the ecocritical community not to"inadvertently ghettoize black
literature, as ifit hadnothing to contribute to ourunderstanding of the vexed human relation
to the nonhuman world" (1095).
African Americans and the Environment: Love and Toxic Discourse
The idea that African Americans as a group are alienated from nature or the
environment may be yet anothermisconception perpetuated bywhiteswhose contactwith
blacks is limited by personal, geographic, and socioeconomic boundaries. For example,in the
essay"Earthbound: on Solid Ground," literaiy criticbell hooks refutes the notion that African
Americans are disconnected from nature, recalling her childhood in the Kentucky hills,
"surrounded by a wilderness ofhoneysuckle, wild asparagus and sheltering trees, bushes
shielding growing crops, the huge garden ofa black landowner" (67). (The feeling of
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attachment hooks has for the environment ofher childhood is what the cultural geographer
Yi-Fu Tuan calls 'topophilia.")
Only when hooks leftherrural home forthecity did shebegin to understand "the
contempt forcountry folk that abounds in ournation" (68). This negative view ispartially
perpetuated byacademic practitioners who harbor conscious orunconscious prejudices
against farmers and otherswho live closeto the land,reenacting a classicschism between
cityandcountry. Many urbanites harbor a supercilious sense of theirownworth in
comparison to "country folk," especially in places withlargeruralpopulations. In addition,
some ecocriticsdo not acknowledge that topophilia, or love ofplace, accounts for human
attachments to many diverse environments, not just ones that are wild or "natural." It seems
that love ofplace is innate, no matterwhat kind ofenvironment that place is in.
bell hooks received a legacy ofwisdom from her experiences in the rural South,
articulated by her sharecropping grandfather: "I'll tell you a secret little girl. No man can
make the sun or the rains come—we can all testify. We can all see that ultimately we all bow
down to the forces ofnature. Big white boss may think he can outsmart nature but the small
fanner knows. Earth is our witness" (69). hooks locates a soxirceofempowerment in an
intimacy with the Earth, exhorting her readers to "[s]tand on solid ground and be a true
witness" (71).
At the same time, the post-WW n migration of black laborers from the South to the
North complicated the relationship ofmany African Americans to the land. The exchange of
a land-based personal economy to one centered in industrial cities resulted in a change of
voice and perspective in African Americanwritings from rural to urban. Yet, instead of
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AfticanAmericans as a groupbeingsomehow alienated from nature or the environment, it is
likely thatmany blacks'writings withan environmental focus wereandarenot produced or
read for the same reason that their other writings have been marginalized and ignored:
because whites in powerassume African Americans have nothing of value to sayaboutthe
subject It is not that AfricanAmerican writers are silentabouttheir relationship withnature,
it is that 'fewAfrican American voices are recognized as part ofnature writing and
ecocriticism" (Armbnister2 [emphasismine]).This limitation is part ofthe problemDana
Phillipsmentionswhenhe complainsaboutecocritical scholarsbeing less critical andmore
celebratory, choosing texts to criticize that they already find "beautifol." Because beauty is in
the eye ofthe beholder, such texts that are engaged by (mostlywhite) ecocritics tend to be
about environments they recognize. Writings that represent nature or environments from
alternative viewpoints may be unthinkingly dismissed.
However, despite love ofplace, it is indisputable that many African Americans have a
^Vexed" relationship with the environment. The Enviroimiental Justice Resource Center at
Clark Atlanta University reports,
Throughout the history ofdevelopment, transnational corporations (and groups before
them) have exploited natural and himian resources for their own profit and power
with little regard for the social, political, economic, and environmental impacts on
local groups. The American South is no different. It has always been thought ofas a
backwardland, based on its social, economic, political, and enviroimiental policies.
"By default, the region became a 'sacrifice zone,' a dump for the rest of the nation's
toxicwaste. A colonial mentality exists in the South, where localgovernment andbig
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business take advantage ofpeople who have been historically, politically and
economically powerless.Manyofthese attitudesemergedfrom the region'smarriage
to slavery and the plantation system ~ a brutal system that exploited humans and the
land." (Jackson and Bullard "From Plantations to Plants, A Context" at the EJRC
website, as cited.)
Robert D. Bullard defines "environmental racism" as "any policy, practice, or
directive that differentially affects or disadvantages (whether intended or unintended)
individuals, groups, or communities based on race or color" (Bullard 90-91). The effects of
such policies and practices can be devastating:
There is clear evidence that racism influences the likelihood ofexposure to
environmental and health risks. Examples abound among migrant farm workers
poisoned by pesticides and African-American and Latino children damaged by lead.
Ironically, the people most likely to be exposed to harmful chemicals are also the least
likely to have medical insurance. (92)
Lawrence Buell, in Writingfor an Endangered World: Literature, Culture, and
Environmentin the U.S. andBeyond, callswritingslikeBullard's "toxic discourse,"defining
it as "expressed anxiety arising from perceived threat ofenvironmental hazard due to
chemical modification byhuman agency" (31). Toxic discourse, while often found in reports
andothernon-literary forms ofwriting, also appears inmany kinds of literature, including
fiction, nonfiction, andpoetiy. Noting that such discourse can provide common ground for
manydisparate groups, Buellsays, "[t]hough toxicdiscourse mayexacerbate socialdivisions
when it summons up 'the environment of thepoor' against therich, andbe a bone of
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contention between the countries of the North and the South, and between corporate and
individual interests, it also may bea common denominator: a shared vocabulary, a shared
concern" (34). Buell notes that toxicity isa 'Svidely shared paradigm ofcultural self-
identification," and foretells a time to come when previously unrelated individuals and
conmiunities around theworld might have tocooperate as"disaster subcultures" inthewake
ofenvironmental disruptions (53). This prediction calls to mind the remarkable worldwide
bonding that followed in thewake of lastyear'sChristmas tsunami.
However, theliterature of toxicity is a special case ofnature writing that many
ecocritics spurn because itmakes them uncomfortable, implying as it does aneed for nature
writers toget cozy with horrific aspects ofnature and culture, and our shared complicity in
thehuman creation ofsuch places and states. It takes courage and stamma to imagine and
engage with anEarth that isviolent, poisoned, toxic, contagious, and threatening. Ittakes
even more guts to live and work there. Inthe interest of'Svalking the talk," perhaps ecocritics
should enthusiastically embrace not onlybeautiful texts celebrating nature, but also toxic
discourse, in orderto establish their connectionwith thosewhose livesare affected mostby
the troubles between nature and culture.
Ecocriticism and Rosenblatt's Transactional Theory ofLiterature
Ecocriticism's challengers can be answered elegantlyby LouiseRosenblatt, a literary
theorist who is not usually associated with ecocriticism, and who has been marginalized in
some respects by mainstream literary professionals, because ofher association with
children's literature and theories ofreading. In TheReader, the Text, the Poem: A
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Transactional Theory ofthe Literary Work (1978), Rosenblatt distinguishes between two
types ofreading: efferent and aesthetic. An efferent reader is engaged with writing that
informs ordescribes, such asa law book, ora recipe, giving thereader something useful to
"carry away" (23-24). Roger Tory Peterson's FieldGuide to the Birds would fit into this
category, although his visual identification field-mark drawings, intheir abstract imagery,
have something in common with thelanguage ofpoetry, asDana Phillips observes.
Ontheother hand, accordmg toRosenblatt, anaesthetic reader turns to literature for
the experience itself: "the reader's primary concern iswith what happens during the actual
reading event" (24). Not surprisingly, Rosenblatt uses many examples ofnature writing to
illustrate her meaning:
Though, like theefferent reader ofa law text, say, the reader ofFrost's "Birches"
must decipher theimages orconcepts orassertions fliat thewords point to, healso
pays attention to theassociations, feelings, attitudes, and ideas thatthese words and
their referents arouse within him. "Listening to" himself, he synthesizes these
elements into a meaningful structure. In aesthetic reading, the reader's attention is
centereddirectlyonwhathe is living through duringhis relationship with that
particular text. (24-25)
It is this experienceof"lived through"that makesnaturewriting so real to many
ecocritical readers, tempting them to equate it with nature itself. Ifecocritics are mostly
people who would rather be hiking, then it makes sense they would bring to nature writing
their own experiences and desires, receiving, in turn, just what they are looking for in
literature: the lived-through experience of the natural world. In Rosenblatt's transactional
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theory, what ecocritics bring to texts about nature becomes part ofwhat they find inwritings
about nature. Thetendency of these transactions between ecocritics andwhat theyreadto be
self-reinforcing accounts for the solipsistic nature of the"praise-song" school of ecocriticism.
However, not all ecocritics are looking forpurely untroubled relationships withnature
or literature—and not all nature writers are writing purely celebratory views ofan
environment unspoiled byhumans. In fact. Frost's"Birches" is a troublesome poem in some
ways. It describes birch trees thathave been bent and twisted inan ice storm, proposing that
itmight bemore agreeable to thinkthe trees hadbeen mutilated bya small boy, much likethe
narrator once was himself, swinging from branches for amusement:
One by one he subdued his father's trees
By riding them down over and over again
Until he took the stif&iess out of them,
And not one but himg limp, not one was left
For him to conquer. (From the poem cited, in the public domain.)
Reading Frost's poem again in the context ofmy argimient, I find myself smiling,
imagining a "green" ecocritic growing huffy over the child's wanton ruination of the birches.
Moreover, what would the ecocritic make of"subdued" and "conquered?" Yet I experience
this poem as a "lived-through" experience ofnature or the environment, because Frost's
images stir up fond memories ofmy own childhood climbing trees, and I agree with him
when he says:
It's when I'm weary ofconsiderations,
And life is too much like a pathless wood
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Where your face bums and tickles with the cobwebs
Broken across it, and one eye is weeping
From a twig's having lashed across it open
I'd like to get away from earth awhile
And then come back to it and begin over. ("Birches")
Frost's lines could easily describe the sentiments ofany nimiber of literary professionals,
who,weary ofthe push and shove throughthe thicketsofculture and nature, long for a
chance to leave Earth awhile—in the pages of a good book.
Rosenblatt's transactional theory of literature, positing an intimate relationship
between reader, text, and environment, is well suited to ecocriticism because it helps explain
how texts are cormected to nature through human beings. It also provides ecocritics with a
theoretical foundation for criticisms, and an open door for further interdisciplinary
investigations into understanding how the human imagination affects, and is affected by, both
nature and culture. Rosenblatt's transactional theory is what Dana Phillips calls a "rationale
for describing and interpreting the multifarious relations ofculture and nature" (40-41). Most
important, transactional ecocriticism supports the idea that ecocritics matter.
YusefKomunvakaa and Transactional Ecocriticism
It was in the context of the troubled relationship between culture and the envirormient
that the Pulitzer prize-wiiming poet Yusef Komunyakaacame ofage. Bom in 1947,
Komunyakaa grewup in Bogalusa, Louisiana, an industrial and agricultural city in the Deep
South,ninetymiles north ofNew Orleans. In "DarkWaters," an essaywritten for inclusionin
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The Colors ofNatiire, Komunyakaa describes the placeof his originas a "hotbedfor racism"
in the 1950s, citing examples ofsegregation,white-supremacist activity. Civil Rights
protests, and raciallymotivatedmurders (98-99). The areawas also affectedby industry,
particularly logging, with all its attendant evils: "[w]hen it cameto the politics of pollution
and dumpingofhazardouswaste in the black community, manyofus xmderstood it was
business as usual—a reflection ofthe national psyche" (108). In Komunyakaa's view,
Bogalusa's problemswith racism and environmental despoilment sprang from the same
source—the arrogance of"evil men who walk aroirnd / polluting the earth" (Antonio
Machado "He andado muchos caminos," qtd. in Komunyakaa"Dark Waters" 109-110).
"Coming ofage, I was fully aware ofboth the natural beauty and the social terror
surroxmdingme," says Komunyakaa ("More than a state" 163). His sentiments about his
childhood home are typical of the way many African Americans of his generation feel about
the social and natural environment: "I have a love-hate complex with Bogalusa, The place
still affects how I live and think. Its beauty and horror shaped the intensity ofmy
observations Now years after my bookMagic City [poems set in Bogalusa], I realize that
I had attempted to present how toxicity taints the social and natural landscape" {Colors of
Nature 101).
However, Komunyakaa never thought ofhimself as writing from a particularly
African American perspective:
I havenever thought aboutthe issueof blackness as subjectmatterfor mypoetryper
se, but I suppose it has a lot to do withmyperspective in terms ofthe shapeofmy
emotional life.HowI beganto lookat theworldearlyon infomied the shape ofmy
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adultartisticlife, but I don't thinkI'd like to sit down and face the pageand say: "I
am now going towrite asa black man." I don't entertain that thought, because I know
who I am, and I don't have to facethemirror every dayto remindmyself. I've always
accepted who I am and have hoped to letthat direct my poetic vision. {Blue Notes 28)
Bythetime Komimyakaa got around topublishingMagic City., hehad already written
several books ofpoetry, including his war poems about Vietnam inDien CaiDau. He credits
his experience ofwriting the"dark" poems ofVietnam (which have a searing environmental
focus) with giving himtheperspective towrite about hischildhood in thepolluted
environment ofthe Jim CrowSouth{Blue Notes 117). Komunyakaa had aheadyestablished a
pattern of creating distance from potentially explosive personal material bywaiting fourteen
yearsto write abouthis experiences in Vietnam. Consequently, his poemshavea certain
"objectivity" that is absent in the works ofmany autobiographical poets. When an
interviewer asked him about this stance, Komunyakaa replied by saying, "I wanted the
images to do the work—I wanted to avoid statement, ifpossible" {Blue Notes 116). Instead,
Komunyakaa chose to "attempt to show every little comer ofthe picture And in that
sense, the reader or the listener enters in as an active participant ofmeaning, definition" {Blue
Notes 117). Komunyakaa remarks, '^my idea is to—ifpossible—create a situation where the
listener or the reader can be co-creators. And ifpossible, whenever that happens, we can say
it's working" {BlueNotes 123).
Komunyakaa invites readers and listeners to participate in a "lived through"
experience ofthe environment in his Magic Citypoems by showing "every little comer" of
Bogalusa, but not "preaching" {Blue Notes 117). Komunyakaa's approach to the poetryof his
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childhood environment closely follows thenotions proffered byDanaPhillipsin his example
ofRoger Tory Peterson's FieldGuide to theBirds. Instead of trying to paintan exhaustively
realistic portraitofhis environment, Komunyakaa practices a kindof abstract mimesis,
paring away language until all thatremains arepowerful words, images, andideas about
nature and culture that speak to what readers themselves bring to the text:
Sometimes I may not like a poem in the first reading, but, when I go back and read it
again, there is a growth that has happenedwithinme, and I becomea participant
rather than just a reader. I try to encourage this sort ofparticipation in my own
poetry—I try to create a space into which a reader can come and participate in the
meaning. For me a poem shouldn't have a resolution. I try to cultivate an open-
endedness that invites the reader to enter, not merely to read the poem as an outsider
but to experience it fi:om within. I'm not talking about the physics ofchance but about
an enjoyment culled fi^om hard work—a connection fused by interactive minds. (Blue
Notes 30)
Komunyakaa's explanation mirrors Dana Phillips's idea that literature, especially
nature writing, should be "perpetually open," requiring readers to engage in "transactions,"
rather than being force-fed "praise song" nature descriptions that are purely celebratory or
informative. And Komunyakaa's view is exactlywhat Louise Rosenblatt means by the
transactional theory of literature—but fi*om the writer's point ofview instead ofthe reader's.
Transactional ecocriticismis also a wayto understand and critique diverse literary
works without resorting to over-simplifying labels like"black,""queer,"or "feminist." It is
an especiallyuseful lens throughwhichto read the poemsofYusefKomunyakaa, suffusedas
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they are with his observations ofculture and nature, yet structured for open-ended
engagement with the reader. And Komunyakaa's environments inhis poems are beautiful and
monstrous at the sametime, allowing many diverse readers and listeners to enterfromtheir
own experiences ofculture and nature. I enter his poems as amature (white) woman offorty-
something from troubled rural landscapes ofracism, violence, and toxic discourse, butalso
incomparable beauty. InYusefKomimyakaa's poems, I find places and voices I recognize
and understand.
Culture and Nature in the Magic City
Thepoems ofMagic City deal withYusefKomunyakaa's early life in Bogalusa,
Louisiana. "Childhood maybe a rich source of creative tension, but writing aboutchildhood
can be dangerous,"says one ofKomunyakaa's foremost critics,AngelaM, Salas. "It is hard
to be objective about one's childhood, and ifone cannot be objective—ifone is simply
kicking against old injustices and the way they made one feel—then one's work is unlikely to
be interesting or artful" (59). What is interesting and artful to the ecocritic about
Komunyakaa's Magic City poems is the way the environment ofBogalusa figures in them as
a place ofboth love and toxicity. "The place was there, brimming in mossy quietude," says
Komunyakaa, "before the axes began to swing—cutting down the virgin pine forest on July
4,1914, when the town was incorporated. The name comes from the Native American-named
creek, 'Boge Lusa,' where smoke-dark waters flow through the city" ("Dark Waters" 98).
Salas remarks that the name Magic Citywas what the Choctaw tribe once called Bogalusa
(55).
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Komunyakaa establishes ahuman relationship with nature inthe opening poem ofthe
collection, "Venus's-flytraps":
I am five,




To the yellow flowers
Quivering in sluggish heat. (1)
These lines, staggered on thepage in a way that suggests a small child pushing his
waythrough tall grass, intimate thatnature, even in its unsullied state, as seenthrough the
eyes of a child, is notwithout its complications. While snakes andyellow jackets may beof
interestto herpetologically or entomologically inclined ecocritics, mostwouldnot let their
five-year-old child wade amongst them unattended. Yet it is precisely this fireedom to
explore, ask questions, take risks, and reach for answers, that hones the narrator's perceptions
ofthe environment, and invites the reader into the poem, where there is likely to be "sluggish
heat."
In addition, the narrator's fascination with the yellow Venus's-flytraps foreshadows
how nature often fimctions in Komunyakaa's poems: beautiful, yet mysterious and somewhat
threatening. The Venus's-flytrap of the poem's title is rare and poorly understood; even now,
scientists do not fully understand the molecular processes behind the plant's "trap" that snaps
shut on insects, which the plant then devours. And the strangeness of the Venus's-flytrap, a
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sort ofbotanical chimera,points to the relationship in natureand culturebetween the known
and the unknown, the beautifixl and the monstrous. These themes are pervasive throughout
Komunyakaa's works, informing the sophisticationofhis nature observations.
For example, in "April's Anarchy," a poem celebrating the arrival of spring,
Komunyakaa opens with.
All five shades of chameleon
Came alive on the cross-hatched
Snakeskin, & a constellation
Ofeyes flickered in the thicket
As quail whooped up from sagebrush.
I duck-walked through mossy slag
Where a turtledove's call
Held daylight to the ground. (16)
These lines portray the simple beauty of springtime in April: the color, movement,
and sound ofcreatures that inhabit the woods. The language so powerfully connects to the
reader's imderstanding of nature preciselybecauseit is abstractin the sameway that Roger
ToryPeterson's black outline ofa bird's wing is. These lines give nature-lovers anynumber
of placesto "live through"the outdoor experience. Andthe "I" of the poemis the same kind
of narrator often found in thepraise-song school of ecocriticism, theparticipant-observer
whose relationship with the natural worldis spiritually uplifting. This is the kind of nature
writing most ecocritics find "beautiful." However, themood of thepoem shifts quickly:
Vines climbed barbed wire
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& leapt down blacktop,
Snuck down back alleys,
Disguised with white blossoms,
Just to get a stranglehold
On young Judas trees.
Thorns nicked my left ear. (16)
Now I find I must enter into Komunyakaa's poem fi"om a new perspective, in order to
understand the contrast between the pastoral tone of the first group oflines, and the ominous
sense ofnature in these. I slip in, bringing to the text my own experience with vines, the most
vexing ofwhich, to me, is poison ivy. I have a hate-hate relationship with that vine, being
severelyallergic to it. I am about to enter into a transaction with Komunyakaa's poem,where
it becomes meaningful to me, though themeaning is, in part, determined bywhat I bringto
the text. What I bring is a trail ofassociations havingto do with flowers and vines.Andwhile
this setof associations and inferences may besimply a reader-response, it is infused withmy
ownscientific knowledge of bothnature andculture. Yetwhat is important about these lines
is notthat Komunyakaa's descriptions are botanically accurate, butthattheimages hecalls
upmaybe experienced byanyone who's known thestrangling power of vines.
To me, Komimyakaa's lines also evoke kudzu, another unpleasant vine, a rapid-
growing, invasive species that often smothers out allother forms ofplant life in theSouth.
The image ofvines disguised in'Svhite blossoms," climbing, leaping, and sneak-ing through
barbedwire, down blacktop and back alleys, stirs up associations inmy mind with lynch
mobs and cross-burners, because aprominent white-supremacist group inpost-slaveiy
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Louisiana was called the Knights of the White Camellia. Their symbol was the pure-white
blossom ofthe camellia shrub (from which English Earl Grey tea is obtained). This
association ofwhite flowers with white supremacists is repeated in a later poem in Magic
City^ "Knights of the White Camellia & Deacons ofDefense" (54).
The word "stranglehold" and the image ofthe Judas tree also evoke, for me, the idea
ofdeath by hanging, as legend has it that Judas Iscariot committed suicide by hanging
himself from this type ofredbud tree. (It is said the tree covers itself in red flowers each
spring because it is blushing in shame.) The thorns of the following line echo the barbed wire
preceding, and these images, to me, evoke Christ on the cross, with His crown ofthorns. All
these images point to the "anarchy" ofthe title.
The next few lines reveal the narrator's reaction to these disturbing images drawn
from nature in springtime:
A hum rushed through leaves
Like something I could risk
Putting my hands on. (16)
These lines offerthekindof indeterminacy thatinvites deeper participation in the
meaning of thepoem: whateachreader finds willreflect what heor shebrings to the text. I
find here an association with thehum ofdesire one often senses in springtime, the
"something" that invites hands-on risk: spring fever. The past, with its anarchies andlosses,
seemsnot to mattersomuchwhenlove is in the air. Science mightcontest the idea that
spring brings a hum through leaves, butthis isnot important in the reading ofpoetry. What is
important iswhether thereader feels a "lived-through" experience ofwhat the words evoke.
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To me, this kind ofexperience ofthe environment is worth more than any amount of science,
though I am not averse to science, and even embrace it. My construction ofmeaning in the
indeterminate lines ofKomimyakaa's poem seems to be confirmed by those that follow:
What April couldn't fix
Wasn't worth the time:
Egg shell & dried placenta
Light as memory.
Patches offur, feathers,
& bits of skin. A nest
Ofsmall deaths among anemone (16).
Komunyakaa is hopefiil here, though his hope is complicated, as the last lines of
"April's Anarchy" attest:
A canopy edged over, shadowplaying
The struggle underneath
As ifit never happened (16).
Komunyakaa's hope is not gilt-edged, as in the "praisesong"school. Instead it
invokes a larger field above thestruggle onearth, not aheavenly paradise, buta canopy of
trees in sunlight, another level, worldswithinworlds, an alternative view from literatureof
the environment..
My ecocritical reading ofYusefKomunyakaa's poems would beincomplete if I
didn't mention toxic discourse. Ofcourse, the tensions of culture and the environment are
played out inmany ofKomimyakaa's poems, arid many explicitly evoke the toxicity ofthe
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social andnatural landscape ofBogalusa, Louisiana. However, one of theespecially powerful
poems inMagic City is "The Millpond":
They looked like wood ibis
From a distance, & as I got closer
They became knots left for the gods
To undo, like bows tied
At the center ofweakness.
Shadow to light, mind to flesh.
Swamp orchids quivered imder green hats.
Nudged by slate-blue catfish
Headed for some boy's hook
On the other side. The day's
Uncut garments offallen chances
Stumbled among flowers
That loved only darkness,
As afternoon came through the underbrush
Like a string offirecrackers
Tied to a dog's tail (17).
These opening lines ofthe poem's first section, with the vague subject "they," offer a
sense ofindeterminacy and open-endedness about the narrator's stance toward nature. The
lyrical lines aboutwood ibis and swamporchidsevoke impossiblybeautiful,exotic birds and
flowers, thekinds of floraandfauna thatmake one want to fall down andworship theEarth.
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Butwhat exactly arethese bow-tied knots forthegods? Where—or what—is thecenter of
weakness? And what sort ofnarrator notices "Shadow to light/Mind to flesh" in the same
breathas '*firecrackers/Tied to a dog's tail?" This voice is a pasticheofthe romanticor the
pastoral, beginning with a high-minded view that devolves into a brutal joke. These lines take
a postmodern, ironically detached stance, buta position that transcends love-hate into
recognition, an acknowledgement ofthe spirit of a place:
Gods lived under that mud
When I was young & sublimely
Blind. Each bloom a shudder
Ofuneasiness, no sound
Except the whippoorwill.
They conspired to become twilight
& metaphysics, as five-eyed
Fish with milky bones
Flip-flopped in oily grass. (17)
These lines deliver a one-two punch, with their evocation of the spirituality in nature,
followed by the monstroxis image ofdeformed fish dying in the defiled landscape ofthe
millpond—a place where logs are seasoned by immersing them in a chemical bath:
We sat there as the moon rose
Up fi-om chemical water.
Phosphorous as an orange lantern.
An old man shifted
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His three-pronged gig
Like a New Guinea spear,
So it could fly quicker
Than a frog's tongue or angry word.
He pointed to snapping turtles
Posed on cypress logs,
Armored in stillness.
Slow kings of a dark world. (17)
Commenting about this poem, Komimyakaasays, "For me, the millpond—a hundred
yards or so from our house—was always a place ofritual. We fished there. And sometimes
we even swam in the dark water. But in the back ofmy mind, I was always suspect of this
slow-running pond. I think the poem "The Millpond" attempts to focus on my
apprehensions" ("Dark Waters" 101). These apprehensions, this suspicion, make "The
Millpond" a form oftoxic discourse. "Chemical water" is a place where many readers,
writers, and critics of literature and the environment—as well as those who love to fish—find
community. Nevertheless, "The Millpond" is ultimately a poem that retains indeterminacy
and open-endedness about the cultural and natural environment.As the narrator, a youthful
dreamer fishing in poisoned waters, says.
After a rain crawfish surfaced
To grab the salt meat
Tied to the nylon string.
Never knowing when they left
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The water & hit the bottom
Ofmy tincan. They clung
To desire, like the times
I clutched something dangerous & couldn't let go. (18)
There are many ways to be in and out ofnature and culture, many ways to cling to the
beauty and horror that is life on Ear&.
Cross-fertilizations
While some ofecocritical methods and claims may seem, at times, overblown or
overstated, such as the conflation ofliterature and nature, or the idea that place transcends
other critical categories, ecocriticism's hope for an interdisciplinary approach leading to the
creation ofnew knowledge about the troubles between culture and nature is just as valid as
the aspiration ofreligion or science to ask questions and offer suggestions about how we
should live on the Earth. I agree with critiques ofecocriticism that exhort its practitioners to
be more attentive to diverse peoples, places, and texts. One ofecocriticism's allures is its
theoretical ability to unite readers and writers around their love ofplace—which does,
indeed, seem to be one thing we all hold in common.
However, inviting diversity in ecocriticism requires embracing alternative ideas about
nature and culture. Praise songs and toxic discourse are only two ofmany viewpoints that can
be put into conversationabout nature and culture. Speakingofthe environmentofVietnam
(though he could havebeentalking about Vermont, or Iowa, oranywhere, forthatmatter),
YusefKomunyakaa says.
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Forme, when Iwent toVietnam, I did not fear the land. I realized a kind ofbeauty in
theoverall landscape. And many times that is what wehave, beauty and violence side
byside. We have been taught to see that asa contradiction, but, tome, contraction
is a sortof discourse. You have thispush and pull in everything. It's underneath
everything. That'swhat nature is about. And that iswhat creative energy is about.
That's what the chemistryof the mind is about as well. (BlueNotes 78)
The transactional theory of ecocriticism situates readers, writers, and texts in
environments where cycles of humanactivity affect, and are affected by, bothnature and
culture. Ix)uise Rosenblatt remarks, "[T]he transactional view, freeingus from the old
separation between the hxmian creature and theworld, reveals the individual consciousness as
a continuingself-ordering, self-creating process,shapedby and shapinga networkof
interrelationships with its environingsocialand naturalmatrix" (172).By placinghuman
beings in their correct relationship to the rest of the world, Rosenblatt's transactional
principles support Jean Arnold's assertion that ecocriticismhas the power to revitalize the
humanities. Cross-fertilized by ideas from biology, botany, geology, art, history, and so on,
transactional ecocriticism has the power to bring forth new ways to xmderstandEarth, where
gods live under that mud.
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Impala
One midnight long ago, I was riding in a Chevy Impala when the man I called Daddy
wrecked the car by hitting a deer in the back woods ofVermont. One minute we were flying
through the trees, low-sl\mg headlights piercing the deep forest, tail fins sailing behind like
the wings ofa red rocket, the only travelers on a mountain road; the next, we slammed into
the doe, sending the world into a tailspin. I was only a child at the time, yet I remember the
accident vividly. I learned something from it, though what it was I couldn't say until much
later. Lie and steal was one lesson I learned, but don't get caught, ifyou're smart. Ifyou do
get caught, hold your head high, offering your wrists to the cuffs with a devil-may-care smile.
Those were lessons I learned from Daddy. But that night, squatting beside a dying deer on a
dark coimtry road deep in the Appalachian highlands, I also learned another kind oflesson,
the kind taught only in closemeetingsbetweenourselves and the animals. That deer got
insideme, affectingme in ways I still don't understand, despite a lifetimeofwondering.
Theman I calledDaddy wasnotmyfather. Myown father, Robert Montoya Brown, a
Southernboy from Tennessee, had writtena "Dear Jane" letter to mymotherwhen he was in
theArmy, vanishing aftera posting toGreenland during theCold War. Hehada histoiy of
disappearing because he came from a long line of disappearing fathers. After he left, I never
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saw him again. My mother (whose real name was Barbara, not Jane), crept home toVermont
with me and my brother, Stephen, in tow.
Therewe livedwithmygrandparents andauntsand imcles amongst booksandhorses
and cats and dogs ontherocky, steeply-sloping Smead farm of two houses, one bam, and one
sugar shedset into small pastures above Rochester village in the foothills of theGreen
Mountain National Forest. OneSaturday night, mymother, who (likeher father) wasa mill
worker at Weyerhauser Lumber, ran into themanI would cometo knowasDaddy at a
roadhouse dance over byWhiteRiver Junction. Daddy, whose real namewasMervinBreton,
camefroma largefamily notorious in Rochester for theirtwelvewild boys, said to be half-
Mohawk hidian.
The last tune Barbara had seen Mervin, sometime before she'd left Vermont for the
Army and the South, he'd been a sullen teenagerwith backswept black hair, gassing up cars
at his older brother's garage in town, alwayswith a lit cigarette dangling from his lip. Now he
was grown up, with a man's hard face and softball-sized biceps bulging xinder the thin black
nylon ofhis shirt. Standing with his back to the bar, one foot up on the rail, he nursed a bottle
of Schlitz, watching my mother's every move with an inscrutable expression on his dark,
handsome face. Barbara flirted and danced, but while she was having frm in the arms ofother
men, she felt Mervin's eyes on her.
Later that evening, when my mother got next to Mervin at the bar during a break in
the dancing, she found his body warm, as if an engine inside constantly raced with a
soundless roar. His smooth brown forearm lying next to hers on the bar was covered with a
light sheen ofsweat.He smelled ofBrylcreem, cigarette smoke, and liquor: an odorBarbara
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found exciting. They exchanged a fewwords, butbecause theywere not strangers to each
other, nothing much needed to be said.
WhenMervin finallyhad Barbarain his arms, she foimdthat she was at least an inch
taller, though mostof it wasthebouffant arrangement ofhairon thetop of herhead. Mervin
wasa gooddancer, lighton his feetandcourteous, right up to themoment at theendof the
two-step whenhe thrustagainstBarbara's thighwithhis pelvis, and she felt something rock-
hard dig into her flesh.
A few months later, hearing the gossip about mymother and Mervin, Grandpa Smead
kicked her (and us) out, thundering, "You've made your bed, now lie in it!" After that,
Mervin lived sometimes with his parents, sometimeswith his older brothers, and sometimes
withmy mother in the house trailer she'd bought on the White River flats between Rochester
and Granville.
I don't remember when I first started calling him Daddy.
The night Daddy hit the deer, I was kneeling on the back seat ofthe car he'd
borrowed from his brother Everett's garage, staring out the rear window at the wall ofwoods
closing in behind us, a tunnel of trees illuminated by our passage that seemed to spiral away
in an endless vanishing point. It was dark, and recently had been raining, but I couldn't tell if
it was still coming down or not, because the trees were all dripping, their broad, slick leaves
shiny-black-wet, or needled branches bowing imder loads ofmoisture. The evergreens and
maplesyearnedtoward each other in ourwake,as iftrying to close up the gap that was the
road. Wewere in deep forest, on one ofDaddy's so-calledshortcuts. Wewere probablynot
lost, but wemight have been for all I knew,becauseoftenwith Daddy it seemedlike we
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didn't know where we were going.
Theonly light alongthe roadcamefrom clearings hacked out of the forest, little
shacks with wrecked cars and chained dogs in bare muddy yards, lit by naked lamps burning
onrickety porches. Aswepassed each cleared smallholding, the tangofwood smoke andwet
dogandgarbage waftedinto the car,a comforting smell, like thewarmblankets of home.
Ragsofmist and smoke curledup in ourwake aswe careened upward atwhatmymother
called a "good clip," swinging through the switchbacks, climbing hi^er and higher. We were
traveling fast, as fast as you can go when conditions are bad, yet you are still in a hurry to get
away. Daddy always drove fast, no matter where he was going, or for what reason.
The warm interior was stuffy with the rich smell ofnew car, infused with Brylcreem,
booze fimies, and cigarette smoke. The radio scratched out some faint music interrupted by
voices. On the front seat next to Daddy sat my mother, who had been keeping an eye on me
because I was feeling car sick.
"Diana!" she said over her shoulder. "Turn around and sit down. Face forward!"
"Don't let her throw up," Daddy warned.
His voice was thick with liquor.
"Go to sleep," my mother added.
I should have been sleeping. I was in my yellow baby-doll pajamas, and there was a
soft red-and-gold plaid car blanket on the seat besideme. But it was impossible to rest when
Daddy was driving. Plunging down a deep dip, we were momentarily airborne, then with a
flyingthump, regained the road on the other side.We called thesemountaindips "granny
jimip ups," and they were fim to take fast.
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"Oh, my God!" exclauned mymother.
I grimied with joy.
Kneelingon the seat,watchingthe worldfly awayfromme at what seemed like the
speedof light, balanced between the flying past andthe rushing future, I rocked from sideto
side, swinging my long, blonde hair.
Suddenlymy stomachheavedviolently, and a cold sweat broke out on myupper lip.
Mymouth filled with saliva. I turned around and sat down with a bounce, facing forward.
The glowing dashboard with its twinkling silver dials, the chrome buttons and knobs and
ashtrays all softly sparkling and gleaming,wove a matrix of light in which I was gently
suspended, sick with luxury. Daddy had unrolled his window a crack, and in the warm, wet
night, the forest exhaled a sweet-smelling green essence that counteracted my nausea. I
inhaled shallow drafts through my nose, sing-songing "Impala, Impala," under my breath,
trying to distract myself from vomiting. The fresh air and the repeated word worked like a
magic incantation. I began to feel better.
"Shit!" Daddy exclaimed.
"Slow down!" said my mother.
The tires spun sideways, churning up slickmud, spurting gravel sloppily against the
underbelly ofthe car. It seemed like we were stuck, but Daddy slid out ofit, laughing,
controlling the steering wheel with one hand, keeping one foot pressed on the gas. He was
wearinga black nylon shirt with the left sleeveflipped up over a crumpledpack ofWinstons.
Therewas a half-emptybottle ofamber-colored applejack betweenhis thighs, and his bare
feet were thrust into the black leatherpenny-loafers he always wore.Mymother, sitting
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upright onthe red-and-white front seat, wearing hergreen-flowered housedress and oldwhite
cardigan, pushed bothhands against thereddashboard andstomped the floor, pressing an
imaginary brake, while Daddy gunned the engine.
The backendof the Impalafishtailed again, swerving alarmingly closeto the drop-off
edge. Whenwe veered to the otherside,wet branches smacked thewindows anddragged the
roof.
"Good God, Mervin. Please. You'll kill us all!"
"Shut up," said Daddy. "Don't tell me how to drive."
He spoke in a flat tone I called snake voice.
"Blondie!" he exclaimed, turning his attention to me. "What're you doing back there?
Not puking, I hope."
"Open your eyes," added my mother. "Closing them makes you sicker."
I opened my eyes.
Daddy was ducking to look in the rear-view mirror, smoothing back his black hair
with one hand, staring steadily at my reflection. I imagined the Devil looked something like
Daddy, vsdth long sideburns, backswept hair, and a pointed widow's peak right in the middle
ofhis forehead. In the mirror, I saw the blur ofmy face next to Daddy's, and the image scared
me so much I averted my eyes. I didn't like the way he was always looking at me.
"All right," he said. "Now let's drive like hell."
He smacked my mother's knee, ground out his cigarette in the wide silver ashtray, and
took a swig from the liquor bottle.
"I love you, Barbara," he said.
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He said her name like "Bob-ra."
She leanedback,touching her hah* where the endsflipped up, pullingthe roundcollar
on her flowered dress around her neck. She looked out the window.
Daddy frowned.
"I got this car for you. Don't that prove how much I love you?"
"Where did you get this car?" my mother asked sharply.
"Down at my brother Everett's garage."
He said the word like "grawdge."
"Who does it belong to?"
"You know the guy'at bought the Jewett place, that lawyer?"
He said the word like "liar."
"Good God, Mervin! You won't get away with it this time. The sheriffs probably
looking for you right now. No wonder you're speeding. Oh, let me out this minute!"
My mother's voice was rose higher and higher. She began to snap the latch on her
pocket-book open and shut, open and shut.
"Honey, don't you worry. They can't find me when I'm gone. And you don't know
nothing about cars! This here's a three forty-eight with ramjet, only fifty-sixty ofthese
babies ever made."
I had no idea what these words meant, but Daddy always talked about cars this way,
naming parts and fimctions I couldn't understand.
"Forget horsepower," he was saying. "We got rocket power! Once I get over the state
line, I know a guy can sell this car for a lot ofmoney. OrmaybeI'll just keep it. Don't you
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want a nice car?"
"But I couldn't drive it anywhere!"
"Jesus H. Christ! Why'nt you try'n appreciate what I do for you?"
"But it's wrong to steal!"
Mymotheralways tried to havethe lastword, because shekneweverything, and
besides, she was smarter than Daddy. Daddy didn't like smart people. He bragged about
quitting schoolaftereighthgrade, and he sometimes made funofmymotherabouther books,
especiallywhen she was readingby herself. But at night he put his head in her lap, and she
stroked his hair while reading aloud to him from the Bible, or LordJim^ or from articles in
flimsymagazines about unidentified flying objects and alien abductions, or women who went
crazy with love. These stories made them murmur and laugh together, and sometimes I
wasn't allowed to listen. The things they read were a secret my mother and Daddy shared.
My mother had told me that in her heart, she was already married to Daddy. The silky
blue dress hanging in the narrow trailer-closet was the one she was going to wear to theu*
wedding. All she had to do was not get him mad before it happened.
"It's only 'wrong to steal' ifyou get caught," Daddy was saying, mocking my mother
by mimicking her.
Daddy always came up with new ways to argue, so mymother never really got the last
word.
"Besides, what's so bad about it? That bastard's rich. City slicker! Coming up here
and buyingthat place, when he knew damnwellmy folkswas trying to get it ahold ofit for
years. Isn't that the same as stealing? And I didn't steal his car. I just borrowed it."
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Listening in thebackseat, I sided first withmymother andthenwithDaddy. I knew
stealing was wrong, because I had heard Grandpa say soduring oneofhis fights withmy
mother aboutDaddy. Stealingwas taking something that didn't belong to you; it was a crime
and also a sin. If you stole. SheriffJamesandDeputy Hefferman wouldcomelooking for you
in their black-and-white car, and take you awayin handcuffs. Or, ifyou didn't get caught,
when you died, God might send you to hell.
I knew all that.
But earlier in the evening, when Daddy sailed into the muddy yard ofour house
trailer, the Impala was so beautifiil that even though it was dusk, and I was aheady in my
pajamas, my mother and I went flying out the door, laughing excitedly and asking questions.
The car was a red rocket, with jet-silver spears ofchrome trim blazing down the long, low
sides. In fi*ont, the curved red hood resembled the wide-nostrilled snout of a beast, with a
silver grill in fix)nt bared like shining teeth. Behind, the pointed tail fins tucked into the trunk
resembled the graceful, half-folded legs of leaping impala I had seen in National Geographic
magazines at my grandparents' house. My mother and I walked all around the car, exclaiming
in awe, while Daddy kept saying, "Get in, get in."
He was already drunk, half-truculent, half-gleeful, brushing away my mother's
protests with a grab at her sweater and a pinch at her rear.
He pinched my bottom, too.
Laughing, my mother and I entered the red-and-white interior reverently. I clambered
into the cocoon ofthe back seat, while mymother slid all the way over to snuggle next to
Daddy. He checked the rearview mirror and turned silver knobs on the dashboard, then
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whirled us away, just like that.
Now we were deep in the mountains, going nowhere fast.
I reallywanted to believein Daddy; that hewas telling the truthwhenhe saidhe'd
only borrowed thehnpala. He often borrowed cars from Uncle Everett's garage, andhe
always returned themafterwhathe called"joyriding." Andwhataboutthe city slicker who
had taken the Jewett land Daddy's parents wanted to buy? I was alwaysweighing and
measuring. Deciding Daddywasnot guilty, I settied backin the seat,determined to enjoythe
ride.
Daddy was still talking.
"All right, then. An eye for an eye. He took the Jewett place, so I took his car. Now
we're even. Don't that make sense?"
Daddy was always weighing and measuring, too: his way oftrying not to get caught.
"I guess so." My mother's tone sounded doubtful.
"See?" said Daddy.
I think that was the last word.
He tipped up the liquor bottle, letting a large amount gurgle into his mouth before
swallowing. He passed the bottle to my mother. She put it to her lips, wrinkled her nose, took
a tiny sip.
"One more," Daddy said. "An apple a day keeps the doctor away."
They both laughed.
My mother took another sip. Drinking was another thing she'd fought with my
grandfather about, another secret she'd warnedme to keep.
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'*Now, honey, look out there. Ain't it pretty?"
Daddy rolled down hiswindow andwaved one arm. Hisvoice wasboastful, as ifhe
had personally arranged the view, like God.
Wewere on a level stretchof ridge road runningalong the mountaintop, with timber
andmeadowson both sides. The humps of the greenhills stretchedblacklyinto the distance,
undulating through the low-hanging mist like the backsofseamonsters.The rain cloudshad
passedover,and the high, clear skywasfull of stars. Leaning forward, I restedmychinon
the back ofthe front seat, between Daddy and mymother. Daddy was fondling my mother's
knee. His forearm was marked with an enigmatic blue tattoo, and a thick scar knotted the
back ofhis brown wrist. Daddy's hands were smooth and hairless on the back, rough and
calloused in the pahns and fingertips. His fingers were short, thick, and powerful, and I knew
how much they could hurt, because when he tickled me, it was too hard.
My mother put her hand over Daddy's, drawing in a deep breath.
"Just beautiful! What a night for a drive," she said.
"Let's open her up" said Daddy. "See what she can do."
He gripped the steering wheel with both hands and pressed the gas pedal with his
black-loafered foot. The car shot forward.
"Go, Daddy!" I said.
I hung over the seat in excitement as he lay back behind the steering wheel and
straightened his right leg. The speedometer's long, thin red needle swept up through slanting
numerals: 70, 80, 90.
Daddy grinned at me over his shoulder.
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Mymothersaid,"Now,Mervin, don't act foolish. Andyow sit back,beforeyou go
through the windshield!"
I sat back, letting the cool night air streaming in through the window blow against my
fece. Trees and pastures flew by as we raced along.Mymother was a scaredy-catwho
worried about everything and never drove fast. Once,whenDaddyhad borrowedone of the
cars from his brother's garage, he took me and my friend Susan joyriding with him. The next
day, Susan asked, "Who would you rather ride with, your momma or your daddy?"
"I don't know," I said.
I had never thought about it before. I was thinking he's not mydaddy^ but something
kept me from blurting out the words.
"Well," Susan said archly, "I'd rather ride with your daddy. He likes to drive fast.
He's more fun."
It seemed disloyal to my mother to like Daddy's driving better, but what Susan said
was true: he was more fun.
I leaned forward again to watch the speedometer. Daddy took another drink from the
bottle and passed it to my mother. She shook her head. Then he passed it to me, but my
mother said no. Daddy just grinned and let me have it.
I took a small sip ofthe dark liquid: it was like cider, but more fiery. The swallow
tookmybreathaway. I took a biggersip.Daddy grabbed the bottleback, laughing, and took
another long swig, drivingwith one hand.Weweregoingfast, but it seemed like wewere
standing still, the car flewso smoothly. He letmehaveanother sip,whilemymother warned
she7/get sickX I laughed, because I hadnever felt sowell. Thefire inmychest andbelly
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bumed upward into my cheeks, and even the blonde hair blowing around my face seemed
ablaze. Daddy wasburning up, too. I could feel heatradiating from thebackof his neck.
Thenwe left the highway again, hitting a dirt roadwith a sailing thump asDaddy
veered off ononeof his unexplained short cuts through thewoods. Penetrating the darkforest
on a strong beam of light, plunging downward through a narrow tunnel of treesona rapidly
unrolling ribbonof road, steering withonehand, Daddy punched in the silvercigarette lighter
on the dashboard, shakinga Winstonout ofhis pack,putting it into his mouth.He leaned
forward to fiddle with the radio dial.
" 'I keep a close watch on this heart ofmine; I keep my eyes wide open all the time,'
" Daddy sang with the fading, statick-ymusic, touching the glowing red end ofthe lighter to
the tip ofhis cigarette. The cigarette wagged betweenDaddy's lips. Daddy was a good singer.
He always sang when he got drunk.
"Look out!" my mother screamed suddenly.
There was a jolting crunch. A dark figure cart-wheeled over the Impala's hood. I shot
forward, my forehead slamming into the dashboard. Beside me, my mother's face hit the
windshield and blood spurted from her nose. Glass shattered all over the back ofmy neck.
The car slewed sideways while Daddy wrestled with the steering wheel.
"Fuck, fiick, fuck," he shouted.
The world spun around and came to a stop.
When I came to, the door on Daddy's side was wide open, the seat where he had been
sitting empty. I couldn't see anything through the windshield because the glass was all
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cracked around a bighole. My mother was moaning beside me. I took one look atherface
anddidn't lookagain because the redmess between hereyes andnose made medizzy.
Something warm andsticky wastrickling into myeyes, so I scratched mywet, throbbing
forehead. Without looking atmyfingers, I wiped them ontheseat, thengrabbed thesteering
wheel and pulled myselfout. I fell down onthe ^ound because my legs were like jelly, then
got up again.
The darkwoods were eerily silent.A shroudof stillnessmuffledmy hearing. It
seemed as if I could hear the echoes of crashes and screams all aroimd me, but it was my ears
that were ringing.Themountain air had turnedcold, and I began to shiver uncontrollably. My
thin pajamas were damp with a dark stain I knewwas blood, and the sharp smell ofpine
knifing up my nostrils made my eyeballs ache. I took a shallow swallow ofair aroimd the
pain in my chest. Where was Daddy?
Scrambling up barefoot through cool, wet ferns and rocky mud onto the dirt road, I
saw that the Impala was backwards in the ditch, its silver grill smashed in, the headlight on
my mother's side black. The other headlight cast a cockeyed beam uphill, across the road,
where I suddenly saw Daddy squatting beside a dark lump. He looked up and caught sight of
me.
"Come here, Blondie," he called.
Hugging myself, I crossed over.
Daddy hunkered on the roadside, balanced on his loafers, one hand on the large
animal that had gone flying over the hood when we crashed. He motioned at me to come
closer.
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Hie deerlayon onesidewithits neckoutstretched, its curling black tongue thrust
forward in a pant. Its ribs were rising and falling as itshind legs churned thegravel and mud.
Moist black nostrils flared with the effort ofgetting breath. I was startled beyondwords when
thedeer's two large, glistening eyes metmine in anexpression of strained, helpless anguish.
Tearsburnedintomy eyelids. Looking awayquickly, I squatted besideDaddy, shivering,
leaning against him because hewas on fire, as always. Daddy hugged me, baring his teeth in
a grin,blackeyes lost in the darkness of his face. He smelled powerfully ofjack whiskey and
a sharp, imidentified tang that made my throat ache.
"Daddy," I said.
"You're all right," he said. "So's yourmother. She's just a little shook up. But this
deer ain't going to make it Lookit this!"
He put both hands under the deer's belly and grabbed something. I leaned forward to
see what he was doing. Two long, stiffnipples protruded from Daddy's fists. He lifted up
with both hands, and a silky, swollen bag shot through with delicate blue veins came into the
light.
"Doe," Daddy said. "Somewhere in the woods is a fawn whose mama ain't coming
home. Two, by the looks ofit."
Something hot twisted in my chest. My head was pounding.
"Look," said Daddy again.
He squeezed the one ofthe doe's teats tightly in his fist, and then drew it out firmly.
A pearly drop formed on the end and burst. Themilk flowed down Daddy's fingers in a thin
trickle.
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'*No sense lettingit go to waste," he said, licking his hand. "Go getyourcup."
I ran back to the car.Mymotherwas sittingup in the front seat with her eyesopen,
dabbing carefully at her face with a bloodied handkerchief. She watched mesilently while I
rummaged through herpocket-book for thecollapsible silver cup shealways carried.
"Daddy wants my cup," I said.
"All right," my mother said. "I'm just going to sit here."
She soundedperfectlycalm and almost cheerful. Therewas blood all over her face
and down the front ofher dress, but she seemed all right. Yet when she looked at me, her
eyeswere so docile, I knewshedidn't evenseeme. Shedidn't understand anything. She
thought Daddy was taking care ofme now.
When I got back across the road, the doe's ribs were still moving. Her legs were
slender, her dainty hoofs perfectly formed as petals, her large, long-lashed brown eyes
rimmed in black as beautiful as any woman's. Daddy took the cup and began dmwing spurts
ofmilk into it, working the long teats knowingly with hard, insistent fingers. I looked away
and suffered with the doe as she panted and jerked in resistance. I felt horribly self-conscious,
as ifwe were doing something wrong, or not doing what I knew to be right. I couldn't look at
the doe, but Daddy seemed unsinprised by her struggles. He leaned forward to press one knee
into her flank as he finished her off.
Then he stood up and handed me the cup, half-full of thin, pungent liquid.
Brushing offhis hands. Daddy said, "Get ready to drink that when I tell you."
"Drink it?" I said doubtfully.
"It's good for you. It'll put hair on your chest.Hold on a minute, though."
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He gave me a sharp look.
"I haveto put this doeoutofhermisery. It aia't right letting her suffer. Andkilling's
not pretty, somaybeyouwant to get on back across the road."
He said it like a challenge.
"No." I shook my head.
I didn't like the way Daddywas lookingat me, but right then, I onlywanted to benext
to him and his warmth,not in the wreckedImpalawithmyunconsciously consciousmother.
"Pm staying right here," I said firmly.
"All right, then," said Daddy.
He could be the most reasonable ofmen sometimes.
He wiped his hands on his black slacks. He lifted the bottom ofhis shirt, revealing a
leather sheath tucked into his waistband, drawing out the big knife he kept hidden there. He
knelt and pulled the doe's head back with one hand. Her long throat curved forward, pulsing
as she strained for breath. Her back legs kicked feebly in the dirt.
"You can touch her ifyou wmt," said Daddy, acting like he owned the deer.
I squatted down, balancing the cup ofmilk.
I was as afraid of the doe as she was ofme, but when I stretched out my hand to touch
her, she stopped moving. One long ear flicked back in my direction. I slid my fingers down
her soft, smooth neck, patting her shoulder. I tried to catch the doe's eye again, but she gazed
resolutely into the distance, as ifwaiting for something. I stroked her again, and she let me. I
wondered ifshe was thinking ofher babies, lost in the woods. I started to ciy.
"All right, then," growled Daddy. "That's enough."
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I gotup to stepintothe shadow of the trees. I didn'twantto seewhatDaddy was
going to do, but I couldn't help looking back.
Daddystraddled the doe and tookhermuzzle in onehand. He laid the edgeof the
bladeagainstthe underside of her jaw, running it lightly from sideto side.A dark lineof
bloodwelled up. A swift slash, then a harsh,bubblingsqueal came from the deer.Her back
legs kicked strongly and a foul odor rose from her body.
"Hah!" said Daddy.
He grimacedand pulled back hard on the doe's jaw. Blood gushed from the gash in
her throat, and soon Daddy's hands were all slippery-wet. Finally, the roadside was stained
with a large, dark pool. Letting go, Daddy stood up.
**Now drink!" he said.
I raised the cup to my lips, tipping the contents into my mouth. The liquid slid down
my throat and I swallowed convulsively, nearly gagging. The milk's strong, rank smell and
taste was so bad, for a moment I couldn't catch my breath. I thought I might vomit. I looked
at Daddy with tears in my eyes, humiliated by my own weakness.
"Good," he said. "You're brave. When you get back home, you can tell all your
friends you drank deer's milk. No one else has, I bet."
"Nope," I gasped.
I thought ofSusan, and a few other girls and boys I knew in the village. I could lord
this over them, ifI wanted to. I sucked in some air and swallowed again aroimd the milky
film in the back ofmy throat. The thick animalaftertaste was sharp, sweet, and green, like the
mountain meadows on a hot summer day. I tried to imagine how I would describe that taste to
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my friends.
Daddy was watching me closely.
"Waste not, want not," he said. "Don't you feel better already?"
I nodded. I did feel better. The gulp ofmilk had clearedthe pressureout ofmy chest,
and my head had stopped aching.
"All right, then. Go see howyourmother's doing. I've got somemore businesshere."
Daddy shoved the knife under his shirt and bent over.He grabbedthe deer's hind legs
and gave a jerk. The scrapeofher carcassagainst the road soundedsickeningly like a body
being dragged over rough rocks.
"What are you going to do. Daddy?" I asked.
He just gave me a hard look, pointing his chin at the car. I slapped the collapsible cup
into a flat silver disc, and ran leaping back across the road to where my mother was waiting
in the Impala.
I was dozing in the front seat when dawn started to lighten the sky. Opening my eyes
reluctantly, I saw that the red interior ofthe car was a cold wreck, with dried blood and
shattered glass on every surface. My whole body was stiff and painful. Trying not to wake my
mother, who was sleeping under the car blanket, I pushed open the door on Daddy's side and
slid out. The woods were quiet, except for a few birds chirping. A morning mist hung over
everything. Scrambling up out of the ditch, I found Daddy squatting in the middle ofthe dirt
road, smokinga cigarette, rolling an emptyliquorbottle aroundand around,waitingfor
someone or something.
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"Blondiehe said, looking up, his voice tranquil.
I recognized his transition from drunkenness to wrung-out stupor. Hehadprobably
not sleptat all thatnight. Hishandsome face was filthy, hisdarkclothing stiffwithwhat I
knew was blood.
"Daddy?" I asked.
I knew it was him, but I wasn't sure, because I had never seen him looking so dirty
and exhausted. I squatted next to him.
Heput his armaroxmd me andpassed mehis cigarette. Thebuttwaswet fromhis lip,
the long ash acrid. I took a puffand passed it back.We smokedand watchedthe air grow
light in the treetops,while birds clamoredexcitedly in the branches. It was still cold, but soon
the sun would warm everything, and the deep forest would become a buzzing engine oflife.
Down on the White River flats, it would be hot. It would be a great day for swimming in the
old swimming hole, or tree-climbing, or woods-crawling. I tried to imagine myself in a few
hours, splashing with my friends in the shallows ofthe river, where it wound alongside Route
100 through the valley. Life down there seemed very far away from this moimtaintop. I
wonder if seemed even farther to Daddy. I leaned against him while he lit another cigarette.
Then the black-and-white car appeared, crawling cautiously down the steep road with
the red light on the roofsilently revolving as it came to a stop. SheriffJames and Deputy
Hefferman got out with their guns drawn.
Daddy shook me off, stood up, and said calmly, "Well, hello, gentlemen, fancy
running into you up here."
His voice was soft and lazy.
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"Breton, you goddamn wild Indian! You wrecked that beautiful car," said Hefferman
explosively, stamping his foot. Hefferman was the same age as Daddy, friends with everyone
in town.
"I know it," said Daddy. "It's a crying shame, innit?"
"Where's the deer?" asked SheriffJames. He was older, gray-haired, a constant
presence in our lives, someone I compared to either Santa Claus or Jesus. "What happened to
the deer, Breton?"
"Oh, she got up and ran off."
"Ran off!"
"Probably laying dead in the woods somewhere."Daddy coolly flicked his half-
smoked cigarette down the road.
"Huh!" said SheriffJames.
Heffermanshook his head, shovedhis gun into its holster, and took the handcuffs off
his belt. Smiling, Daddy puthis arms behind himselfwithexaggerated politeness, first one,
then the other, holdinghis head held highwhileHeffermanclicked the silver bracelets into
place.
SheriffJames sliddown theditchto helpmymother outof the Impala. Heboosted
herscrambling upto theroadside, holding herhand. Then hebeckoned, andI scurried over.
He walked us to theblack-and-white and helped mymother into the back seat. I got inbeside
her. We sat and waited while SheriffJames took Daddy by the arm and led him a short way
off. I couldn't hear what Daddywas saying, but itwas the kind ofargument he always haH
Soon the sheriffgave up and letHefferman lead Daddy back over tous. Mymother imrolled
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the window.
"I'll wait here with Hefferman," Daddy said. "You let the sherifftake you on home."
His arms were behind him, one curling lock ofblack hair falling down over his blood-
streaked, unshaven face. His thin shirt was stiffwith filth, his smooth, hairless forearms
goose-pimpled with cold. Even dirty and exhausted, lackinghis usual fire, he was impossibly
handsome. Daddy shivered, moving his shoulders restlessly against the constraining cuffs. He
ducked down to peer through the car window into my mother's eyes.
"I'm sorry, honey."
"I know," she said.
She sounded very tired. Her white face was blood-smeared, too.
I leaned over her lap for one last look at the place where Daddy had bled the deer to
death. SheriffJames squatted there, studying the dark stain. He flipped open his metal
notebook and wrote something on the page with a ballpoint pen. Then he looked at the
wrecked Impala, and wrote again. Deputy Hefferman put his cigarette to Daddy's lips and let
him take a deep drag.
"Ran off?" said Hefferman.
"Yup," said Daddy.
He blew out a cloudofsmoke, lookingoverHefferman's head high into the pointed
treetops at the slit of sky above that was turning blue. The mountains get cold, even in June,
andDaddyhunched his shoulders miserably, as if bymaking himselfsmaller, he couldget
warmsomehow. I was cold,too, butmymother put her armaround me. I leaned against her
as she sat there, sniffling. Finally SheriffJames flipped hismetal notebook shut, stoodup, got
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in, and started theengine. SuddenlyDaddy ducked again and grinned atmethrough thecar
window,
"Blondiecan tell you. Shesawthewhole thing. Right? Tell the deputywhathappened
to the deer."
He said the word like "dep-itty."
"She ran off," I said eagerly. "She was flying. Shejust disappeared."
Daddy and He£ferman both laired.
Another secret.
He was not my father, but somehow he got inside me.
SherriffJames put the car in gear.Hewaved,andHefiferman waved back.Daddy
started to jog in place like he was goingto take offrunning, and whenwe pulled awayfrom
the roadside, he fell in at a sprint behind us, dashing tiptoe in his loafers up the muddy hill
through the rocky rivulets running with rainwater, swinging his captive shoulders against the
cuffs like a prize-fighter in the dawn. He was smiling, while behind him, Hefferman was
pulling out his gun.
"Id-jit," snorted SheriffJames, stepping firmly on the gas.
"Mervin!" My mother started to cry.
"Go, Daddy!" I said.
Watching through the rear window ofthe sherifiPscar, I saw Daddy drop back, but I
might have heard him calling as we crested the rise, "See you later, Blondie!"




"Sugar. In. The. Crankcase," my mother said to me, pronouncing each word slowly
and separately, as ifI were being stupid on purpose.
Her dark eyes were wide-open and glistening, staring at me meaningfully, with just a
hint of threat. Her wavy brown hair was disarranged, hanging in sticky wisps over the collar
of her dirtywhite blouse. On the front ofher blouse, over the nipple ofeach breast,was a
round, stiff stain. Her body emitted a skunk-y odor ofsweat, unwashed hair, and sour milk.
My babybrotherwas wailing in the crib upstairs; Lee-Jay was no longer brand-new, but still
smalland colicky. He criedconstantly. Myotherbrothers were in the house, too, hidinglike
wildcreatures xmder the beds in the bedroom theyshared. While mymothertalkedin that
breathless, emphatic wayof hers, I pictured them cowering amongst thedustbimnies, J.R.
sniveling, two fingers ofhis lefthand upside-down inhismouth, Stephen pushing his lower
lipout, tearstrembling onhispinkeyelids. This image ofmyyounger brothers infuriated me.
Distracted by their unseen force oftheir fear, I couldn't focus onwhat mymother was saying.
Herwords added up to a sentence, butitmeant nothing tome.
"What do you mean?" I asked.
"It'll ruin the engine. Then the car won't run!"
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"All right," I said."But thenhowwillwe leaveif the car's brokedown?"
"Shut your smartmouth," mymother shoutedsuddenly. "Don't ask somany
questions! I can't take it anymore!"
Her facewaswhite, exceptfor the twoblotches of red that spread up eitherside, from
neck to temples.
I knew not to say another word.
Mymotherpulledand twisted at the hemof her blousewhere it hungover the
waistbandof her blue skirt. A large safetypin held the openingof the skirt together. The
zipperwas down, and I couldseeherwhiteslipxmdemeath. Her bulging stomach hadnot
seemed so noticeable when she was pregnantwith Lee-Jay, but now it was loose as an empty
balloon. Her restless hands were itching to slap me.
"And don't tell anyone anything," she added. "It's a secret!"
I nodded.
I was good at keeping secrets; she knew that.
We went out into the driveway where a white automobile was parked that Daddy had
shown up in a few weeks earlier.
It was probably stolen.
The car was long and wide, with a convertible top that Daddyhad put up and downa
few times to impressmymother. The paintwas creamy-white, unmarredby rust, shining in
themorning sun. None ofus kids had beenallowedto get into the car; the dayswhenDaddy
liked to drive us around for fimwere long gone.No morejoyriding.Nowhe was almost
always meanwhendrunk, whichwasmost of the time. Hedespised criers, vomiters, whiners.
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and back-taikers, which coveredLee-Jay, J.R., Stephen, and me. He also hated goody-two-
shoes, like my mother, who had joined a new church and was teaching us to pray.
I wanted to ask her where Daddy was, but one of the neighbors had come over at
dawn to summon her to their telephone, so he was probably in jail.
Again.
My mother was at the hood ofthe car, trying to lift it up.
"Come on," she said impatiently. "Stop dawdling! You've got to help me!"
Sharp, black coal fiagments litteringthe driveway near the cellar chute cut into the
bottoms ofmy feet, but I had developed a way ofgliding over the ground barefoot that kept
me from feeling any pain. I went aroimd to the front of the car where my mother was
struggling. It was early morning, but the sun was aheady intense, and the car radiated heat.
My mother's body odor was growing stronger, and now there was something else in it, too.
I am an animal, I thought. I can smell her fear.
On the nose of the car's long hood was a gold crown with a wreath of silver leaves
encircling it. The wreath looked like the laurels worn by Greek scholars in the books about
ancient history I was obsessed with. My mother had her hand under the emblem, working at
an unseen lever. Finally, she began to heave up on the huge hood that covered the engine.
"Help," she gasped. "Don't just stand there!"
I scurried over and pushed up on the hood, too. Finally, we had it open, propped up
with a longmetal rod.Mymother leanedwayover,and started energetically movingher arm,
unscrewing something.
"Sugar," she said. 'T^ow!"
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I ran back into the house.
hi the kitchenwas a tall cupboardwhere the sugarand flourwere kept. I draggeda
wooden kitchen chair over, stood on it, and reached up. The sugar was in a round metal
canister with a tight-fitting lid, decorated with a wooden ball for a handle. Theword
"SUGAR" was stamped into themetal in blackletters. I got down, holding the canister in one
arm, afraid ofdropping it on the floor.
Afraid ofmy mother's fury.
Sometimes I was so clumsy I couldn't even believe it myself, but there were days
when my body seemed to belong to someone else, and this was one ofthem.
Lee-Jay was still crying, a monotonous, exhausted screeching that set my teeth on
edge, and made me want to strangle him, just to shut him up.
Immediately, I felt guilty.
"Stephen," I hollered. "Go see what the baby wants."
Silence.
All three boys seemed to be holding their breath, listening.
"Now!" I thundered.
A scurrying offootsteps to the room where Lee-Jay lay in his crib beside the bed
Daddy and my mother shared. I heard Stephen's high, tremulous voice asking, "What, baby?
What do you want?"
Another wail from Lee-Jay.
Then one from J.R..
I put the sugar canister down on the counter and left the kitchen.
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"Nociying!" I shouted upthestairs, stamping myfoot. "OrI'll come upthere and
give you all a good reason to cry!"
"Di-aaana!" My mother yelled from the driveway.
I whirled around and went flying out the door, forgetting all about the sugar.
Sure enough, she slappedme. I ran back into the house for the canister.
It took the two of us onlya fewminutes to get the sugarin the crankcase, usingthe
big silverfimnel mymotherhadbrought from thekitchen, but I still didn't understand why
we were doing what we did.
Later that morning, I sat cross-legged on the floor ofthe boys' bedroom, flipping
throughone ofthe magazinesmy grandparents had broughtwhen they showedup
unexpectedly in their green truck outfitted with a home-built camper on the back. It was
parked behindDaddy's white car, which nowcontained sugar somewhereunder the hood.
The green-and-white Vermont license plate on the back ofGrandpa's truck made me feel
happy, but I was startled to see my grandparents, because it was the first time they'd ever
visited us at the house in western Massachusetts where we'd been living with Daddy for five
years.
I knew why my grandparents never came to see us: they hated Daddy, who was not
my real father, nor Stephen's, though he was the father ofJ.R. and Lee-Jay.
When they arrived, my grandmother hugged and kissed each ofus. She was soft and
smelled ofdoughnut grease and baby powder. That was because she fried up a batch of
doughnutseveryMondaymorning on the farm, and once I had seen her liftingher big, baggy
breasts to powder the red skin underneath. Mygrandfather, tall, gray-haired, and long-faced,
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shookmy hand and Stephen's, but he ignoredfive-year-old J.R., whowas clingingto my
mother's legswith his fingers in hismouth. Grandma tookLee-Jay and settledhimagainst
her soft bosom. Miraculously, he stopped crying.
Then mymother sent the rest ofus upstairs to wait while she talked to her parents in
the kitchen.
I was eavesdropping from the open door ofmy brothers' bedroom, paging through the
stack ofmagazines, while my brothers lay together silently on Stephen's bed. As long as we
were all quiet, my mother would never know we were listening.
"I got you a car," said Grandpa. "It's parked up at Fort Dunmier."
I knew the place. It was a forest just over the border, in Vermont. In the suirmier,
when we drove north to Rochester to spend our school vacation at my grandparents' farm, we
often stopped there to eat a sandwich and stretch our legs.
"Oh, Barbara, have you thought this through?" asked my grandmother. "Another
divorce? Is this what you really want? Your life will be ruined!"
I heard Lee-Jay squawking, and there was a pause while the women fussed over him.
"I have to do it," said my mother finally. Her voice sounded strained and desperate.
"You don't understand. He's going to kill me ifI don't get away from him. And now he's
started saying things about Diana—
"Oh, horse feathers," snortedGrandpa. "You're exaggerating. What are you talking
about?"
I was surprised to hear my name.
But I knewwhatmymotherwas talking about. It was the handimdermy shirtwhen
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he thought noonewas looking, thathard thing inhispants when hemade mesitonhislap.
"Whathaveyou told the children?" Grandma neverusedslang; shenevercalledus
kids.
"Nothing," saidmymother. "Why shouldI tell them anj^thing? Theydon't need to
know."
"What are they talking about?" Stephen whispered.
"Shut up," I hissed. "I can't hear what they're saying!"
Stephen was one year younger, a blonde, green-eyedreplica ofmyself, so close to me
in looks and size that people often mistook us for twins. I hated that. I didn't want to be like
hirvij because I thought he was a sissy. Stephen cried easily and was painfully shy. I called
him ^Trincess" because he was soft-hearted and noble-looking, with a long, straight nose and
sweeping eyelashes.
In turn, he called me "Dino," which was a boy's name; the nickname ofa man who
was a singer; the name ofa clumsy dinosaur on a popular cartoon show.
My brother's name for me reflated my almost complete lack ofgrace and girlishness.
"Let's eat something," my grandmother was saying. "You need to eat. You've.got this
baby to think of. He doesn't look like he's thriving."
Dishes started rattling in the sink and my mother's reply was indistinguishable as the
women set about making food.
It was aroimdnoon, but the bedroomwas still cool, because the huge old maple tree
growing on the west side ofthe house shaded it completely.A breeze rustled the green
leaves, stirring the white curtains. WhenI lookedup again from the magazineat my brothers.
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J.R. had dozed offwith his big, round head on Stephen's arm. Stephen's eyeswere open,
staringup at the cracks in the white plaster ceiling.
I looked back down at the magazine in my lap.
The article I was reading was about hippies.
Fd never heard the word before, but from the article, I learned that the year before,
there hadbeenhippies at something called theSummer of Love in SanFrancisco, which was
in California, whichwas almostas far awayfrom Vermont andMassachusetts as youcould
get, andstillbe in America. I hadheard a song on theradio thathada line in it about going to
San Francisco with flowers in your hair.
The hippies in the article, like the oneswho had.this simmier of love, were youngmen
and womenwith long hair held back by headbands thatmade them look like pale-skinned
Indians. Some ofthem had flowers in their hair. Theywore soft skirts, or loose-fitting, faded
dungarees, and colorful, gauzyshirts. Around theirnecks were long strings of colored beads.
Many ofthem were barefoot.
Studyingthe photographsintently, I contrasted the hippieswith mymother and
Daddy, who were about the same age. Mymother was angular and gaimt, except for her thick
waist. Her dark hair was chopped shortj and she wore the same three or four blouses and
skirts day in and day out. She never wore pants, because Daddy wouldn't let her.
Daddy was shorter than my mother, with muscular arms, shoulders, and thighs. His
oily black hair was swept up in front, and waved in back in what my mother called a D.A.,
which stood for duck's ass. He had high cheekbones, narrow eyes, and full, down-turned lips.
He never wore dungarees, alv^rays dressing in tight-fitting slacks and silky shirts that were
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invariably black. And Ihad never seen him go barefoot; he always slipped his feet small,
brown feet into black penny loafers without socks.
I hadheardmymother tell oneof herfriends thatDaddy looked likeElvis Presley
because he was part Indian, too, just like Elvis.
But these hippies lookedlike angels, or visitors fromanotherplanet.
I'm going beone of them when I grow up, I decided. Live forpeace andlove. Notlike
my mother. Not like Daddy.
The smell offood rose in the air, the only kind of food I had ever eaten: meat,
potatoes, stewed vegetables, milk. The clink ofdishes and theshuffle of soft footsteps across
linoleum disturbed my dream ofCalifornia.
"Where's the television set I gaveyou?" I heardmy grandfather rumble. "What
happened to it? Did that son-of-a-gunpawn it?"
"No, no," mymother replied. "Dad, don't ask questions. It's too late for that."
I knew what had happened to the television set.
A couplemonths earlier, a famous mannamedMartinLutherKinghad been
miirdered.We had been watching his funeral on the television when Daddy came home,
drunk.
"Fuckin' nigger," he growled, leaning in the doorwaywith his arms folded across his
chest.
'^ow, Mervin," said my mother in a careful tone ofvoice.
She was holding Lee-Jay on her lap, nursing him. He was still practically newborn,
tiny and red-faced, furiously fussy all the time.
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Daddy hadbeen staying away for days onend. Sometimes when hedidcome home,
likenow,he reeked of strongperfimie overthe alcohol on his breath. I hadheardmymother
tell BettyPielocknext doorthat he hada girlfriend, butwhenshe said it, she looked so crazy,
I doubted her.
WhatI didn't doubtwas that something was seriously wrongbetweenmymother and
Daddy.
I had been curledup on the other end ofthe couch, readinga novel far beyondmy
comprehension, whilemymotherwatched the funeral ofMartinLutherKingon television.
Mybrothers were in their bedroom upstairs, playing a boys' gamewithMatchbox carsand
trucks.
Everything had been peaceful until Daddy came in.
I tried to make myself invisible.
"Oh, great," said Daddy to my mother. "You love him, right? I'll bet you'd like to
suck his big, black cock. Too bad he's dead. Too bad someone felt the need to 'sassinate the
sumbitch."
"Diana," said my mother.
She pulled Lee-Jay away from her breast and handed him to me.
Lee-Jay squealed in protest.
"Hey, Blondie," said Daddy, noticing me for the first time. "You wanna suck dick,
too? Here's mine!"
He started to fumble at his belt buckle, grinning wolfishly at me.
I said nothing. I simply let my book drop to the floor, and took my baby brother from
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mymother. I walked as quietly as I coiild to thestairs, andthenfledupward, praying I
wouldn't drop the squirming, crying infant. I headed formybrothers' bedroom. Behind me, I
heard a sudden, startling crash, the rattling shatter ofbroken glass, the popping buzz of
plugged-in destruction. Mymotherbegan to scream and scream, the wayshe didwhenhe
grabbed her hair and banged her head on the floor.
No more television, I thought desolately.
Now Stephen's eyes flicked over to me.
"What are they saying?" he whispered again.
"Aliens landed on Earth, and they're coming to get you," I replied.
"Liar!"
"Ifyou're so curious, why don't you come over here and listen yourself?"
"Mean-o Dino!"
"That's so fimny, I forgot to laugh."
"Children!" It was my grandmother's voice calling up the stairs. "Wash your hands.
Time to eat!"
By the time we got over the border into Vermont, it was evening. When we found the
car parked in the woods at Dummer, we crawled out ofGrandpa's camper in a stupor of
exhaust fimies and tiredness. The woods smelled fresh and green. Drawing in deep breaths, I
began to swingmy arms, as my grandfather was doing. The carwe had been lookingfor was
small and brown, with four doors and a fimnyrear-end that looked like it was too short. I was
used to the bigautomobiles with longtail fins thatDaddy always drove.
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"Sixty-two Rambler," Grandpa was saying to my mother. "Rims good. You owe me
four hundred dollars, don't forget. Money doesn't grow on trees, you know!"
"I won't forget. Dad."
My mother's voice sounded completely dead. She had Lee-Jay over one shoulder, and
he was spitting up again. Automatically, I reached up to wipe his mouth with the long cloth
diaper hanging down my mother's back.
I was surprised when Lee-Jay gave me a tiny, tentative smile.
He knows me, I realized. He recognizes my face. I smiled back at him, and his tiny
mouth twisted in silent laughter.
"Fort Dummer," my grandfather was saying. "Did you know this was the first place
white inen lived in Vermont? Just think, before them, before us, nothing but wild Indians in
these woods. Suppose any of them were related to you-know-who?"
"Shut up. Dad," said my mother. "Kids, stretch your legs. Run around. We've got a
long drive ahead."
Stephen and J.R. stood there stupidly, rubbing their eyes and sniffing.
"Where are we going?" I asked my mother.
It was a risk. I could tell she was in the kind ofmood wdiere she hated to be asked
questions.
"I don't know," she replied. "California."
Thatwaswhere her brother, David, lived. It was alsothe placefor hippies.
I grinned.
"You'll never make it to California," said my grandfather. "Howwill you pay for
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gas?"
*^ow, George," said my grandmother.
"All right. Dad, Iowa, then."
That was where her sister, Christine, lived.
I frowned. Iowa sounded boring.
"You've got no business saddling Christine with your problems. She's got her hands
fiill with her own family."
"All right. Dad," my mother said again. "Can we drop it? I'm just going to drive west
until I die, or the car does. Diana, take the boys out in the woods and find a place to pee."
I sighed.
"Come on," I said, taking J.R.'s hand. I ignored Stephen. I knew he was terrified.
A sandy path led away into the woods. Fallen leaves and pine needles cushioned my
bare feet. After only a few feet, the woods forest became gloomy. I began looking for a place
to stop. I needed a tree to squat against so I could relieve my bladder.
"Where are we going?" Stephen asked me. His voice was so carefiilly neutral, I knew
he was fighting back tears.
"What d'ya mean? We're going to find a place to pee in the woods."
"No, I mean, where are we going tonight? In that car."
I was surprised. Stephen never seemed to know anything.
"We're running awayfromDaddy. Goingwest. Either to Californiaor Iowa."
"Will we ever come back home?"
I considered his question only because I hadn't allowed myselfto think about it until
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that very moment.
'^Not me," I saidfirmly. "I'm never coming back. I'm going to bea hippie."
Stephen was silent.
We stood there in the middleofthe trail, thinkingwhatwe'd just said, but neither of
us hadenough energy to sayanything more about what washappening to us.
"I gotta go,"whimpered J.R.. Hewas clutching thefront ofhisblue shorts with his
pudgy knees close together.
"Go, then."
Stephen took onestep off thetrail and turned hisback onme. J.R. did thesame. Soon
the odor of fresh urine rose from the mossy forest floor.
I looked the other way. I had to pee, too, but I wanted to findjust the right spot. I was
severely allergic to poison ivy, andthesimimer before, I'd squatted in some, resulting in a
rashoflarge, weeping blisters that spread from mybottom around mywaist, upmyback, and
downmy thighs. I'd beenimable to sit or lie down comfortably forweeks, and the doctorhad
come to the house to lance the boils. The right spot to pee in the woods was a place where a
single tree without low branches stood in a clearing ofgrass. I could lean up against it with
my pants down and my legs apart, but first I would have to examine it carefully to make sure
there was no evil three-leaved vine creeping up the trunk.
"Hurry up!" I told my brothers.
"Done," said Stephen. I tumed around. He was pulling at his dungarees, fastening the
brown leather belt aroxmd his waist.
"Done," said J.R. He said the word like "Thunh," because he already had his fingers
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in his mouth.
"Go back, then. I need my privacy."
"All right," said Stephen doubtfiilly.
He took J.R.'s hand and went a few steps down the trail. Then he turned aroundagain.
"What ifwe get lost in the woods?"
"Got any bread crumbs in your pocket?"
I was referringto that faiiy tale about a brotherand sister abandonedin the forest by
their wood-cutterfather. The childrendrop breadcrumbsbehind them as their father takes
themdeeperand deeperinto thewoods, butwhen theytiy to find theirwaybackhome, birds
have eaten up their trail. I knew Stephenwould start crying,becausehe fearedbeing
abandoned in the woods, and always sniffled whenevermy mother read the stoiy aloud from
a book ofthat had been left behind in the closet ofmy bedroom.
Sure enough, Stephen's face collapsed, and his lower lip went out.
"You won't get lost!" I exclaimed impatiently. "Just go back the way we came."
I pointed my finger down the trail.
"See?" I said. "There's the path. How can you get lost? Just don't wander off."
My brothers started trudging away with their heads down, holding hands.
Something hot twisted in my chest.
They looked so helplesswithoutme. I almostran after them, but I reallyhad to pee.
"Tell Momma I'll be back in a minute," I hollered. "Don't let her leave without me!"
I turnedaroundand startedwalking deeper into the forest. I practiced walking silently
as ananimal onmybare feet, concentrating onbreathing in and out, slowly and deeply.
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willing my heart to a slow rhythm. I am not afraid, I thought.
The pressure in my bladder was distracting, but there was no place to stop.
I started thinking about what my grandfather had said about the first white men in
Vermont. Before them, only hidians. Daddy was part hidian, and so were two ofmy brothers.
Maybe I'm part Indian, too, I thought. And Stephen. No one knew much about our father, but
my mother had said his real last name was Montoya. Maybe he was an Indian like Daddy. 1
started to walk on the balls ofmy feet like I'd seen Indians on television do.
Suddenly, I heard a sharp rustling in a tall tree standing beside the trail.
"Hoo-hoo-hoo," something or someone said.
I stopped in my tracks. The hair on the back ofmy neck tingled.
I looked upward. On a topmost branch, indistinct against the dark sky, I spied a gray
shape, like a small man, hunched over on the branch with his arms folded behind his back.
"Hoo," he said.
It was a bird—a large, gray bird with a deep, throaty voice.
"Jeez," I breathed.
My bladder crampedurgently. I almostwetmypants. I didn't knowwhat to do. I
stood there, fighting mybody. Iwanted to turn around andrun. I hadto pee. It was getting
very dark. But I couldn't move.
"Hoo," the bird enunciatedonce again, its tone gentle. The soundwas almost like a
gurgle, with ahint oflaughter. Aseries ofcackles followed, and then a string ofsoft syllables
that sounded like, "Who areyou, where are you going?"
"Wait," I calledup to the bird. "Whatdo youmean?"
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The owl jumped offthe branch into the sky, flapped itshuge wings once ortwice.
Then it was gone.
"God," I said.
I was done lookingfor a betterplaceto relieve myself. I pulledat thewaistband ofmy
redshorts, andright there in themiddle ofthetrail, I squatted down andlet thestream fly. A
few drops spattered myankles and insteps, butI didn'tcare. When I was done, I yanked my
shorts up and took offrunning back down the trail.
Just then I heardmymother calling, and Stephen yodeling, a special secretcallwe
used to find each other when we were separated in the woods. J.R. and Lee-Jay were
clamoring. Evenmy grandparents were hollering myname. I was not lost. I knewwhere I
was going.
Yodeling back, I burst into the clearing,where they were all waiting for me.
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A Place to Stand in All That Water
When Lee-Jay Breton was in prison, he dreamed about getting out and going to
Hawaii, He imagined himself in bathing trunks and a short-sleeved shirt with bright red and
yellow flowers printed on it. Bare feet. White mother-of-pearl beads on a leather cord around
his neck. Sim flaming on the horizon; foam breaking on the beach. A battery-powered radio
blasting island reggae besidehim, wherehe sprawledin the sand, tanninghis skin, smokinga
MarlboroLight. Lee-Jaydrowsedon the bunk in his cell, dreamingofHawaii.
It was after midnight, but Mingo down the row was still awake, banging his fists
against the bars in a loud, monotonous rhythm. AsMingo's fury rupturedthe dim,
pressurized nighthumofDwing, someone sleepily called out, "Mingo, it's cool, buddy. Go
backto bed."Mingo responded bybody-slamming thecage witha rattling crash. The other
prisoners up and down therowmurmured inunison, shifting simultaneously and rolling over,
like combers breaking onthe beach. Someone swore loudly. Soon thenight guards would
come andyellat them all to pipedown. They might even drag Mingo outofhis cellwith
some kind ofnew, high-tech, less-than-lethal compliance gear, fora lockdown in thehole.
The noise disturbed Lee-Jay's cellmates. Washington inthe rack over him began to
moan, and the other two stirred restlessly, coughing and snuffling inthe half-lit darkness of
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their four-mancell. Lee-Jaygrittedhis teeth and rolled over, punchingthe mattress in
frustration. Hawaii! It was a long way from the Fort.
He closed his eyes and reached for the dream.
Waikiki Beach, near the bronze statue ofDuke Kahanamoku, the most famous
Hawaiian waterman ever.
The Duke was Christ-like in his sandy grove ofpalms, with broad hands uplifted as if
to bless the Japanese andAustralian tourists whogathered around to snappictures of each
other at his feet. Both ofhis armswere drapedwith leis offragrantyellowhibiscus flowers,
offeringsfrom those who still worshipped his memory. Proppedbehind the Dukewas a
bronze copyofhis surfboard, and beyond, the ocean,wherehalf-cladbathers stood ankle-
deep in the curling blue surf. The spicy smell ofwood smoke and the perfume offlowers
drifted on the constant, mild breeze.
Across the street from the statue was the Waikiki Police Station, a cozy, inoffensive
bungalow fronted by surfboard racks and tall white.flowers in beds ofblack lava. Cops! On
the beach! But to Lee-Jay's way ofthinking, this was only a minor annoyance, hi Hawaii, he
wouldn't break the law, or ifhe did, he wouldn't get caught. He would live simple, and that
would keep him out oftrouble. No gambling.No drugs. All he needed was a backpackwith a
change of underwear and someshorts. Sandals. A bookor two.Money. Meds. If the cops
bugged him, he couldalways pickup andmovefarther on downthe beach. It wasjust too bad
that theDukehad to standthereforever, looking at thepolicestation.
A stillness hadfallen over Dwing and Lee-Jay felt himself slipping toward sleep. The
hum of theheating and ventilation equipment sounded through thelabyrinth of cells like the
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ocean speaking inside a conch shell. Mingo had finally given up,and themurmurous
prisoners were sinking into oblivion. Silence rose above the cells like theblue sky over
Hawaii. Thesurfwaspounding inLee-Jay's ears. Hewasfloating in thewater, letting the
waves lift him, lift him. Over the swells, he glunpsed Duke Kanahamoku swimming toward
him^ doing thebutterfly, latissimus dorsii muscles flaring in thesunlikethedark wings ofa
manta ray. Fljdng, flying overthewater, likesome kind of shining man-fish.
Lee-Jay went under.
Thenight wore on under the sleep of twothousand breathing, dreaming men, locked
in tiersofcells behindthe highconcrete wallsof theFort.Theprisonstoodbehindrazorwire
on top of a rollinghill, surrounded byblackprairie thatwasa barren, windswept expanse,
scraped raw and driftedwith sculpted waves of fi"ozen snow. In thewatchtowers at the four
comers, uniformed guards studied crisscrossingpatterns of light, scanning the landscape for
escapingmen. A half-mile away was the county road, empty except for an occasional farm
truck, and farther, two lanes ofinterstate, where beams of light sped northward and
southward all night long. The sky above the Iowa countryside was dark at the apex of its
vault, but fi'om edge to edge, the horizon glowed with snow-reflected light.
Ferocious blasts ofCanadian air drove from the north, howling when they hit the
walls of the Fort. The fiigid air rendered the prison fi^gile, as ifa good blow might shatter the
entire structure into a billion bits ofdust and matter. The pulverized prairie, stripped of life,
lay imder the wind like the flayedhide of a great,humpedbeast, its stillness intimating
disaster. Nothing movedin the fields, but insidetheFort, themen surged all nightagainst the
darkness, their voices breakingagainstthe prisonwalls like seawateron the strand.
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When first call came a few hours later.Lee-Jaywokewith a groan to the glare of
overhead lights, theclang of security doors, and therattle of themeds cart coming down the
row. He half-lifled himselfoff themattress, thenflopped backdown. Hewas already haggard
with fatigue.
Washington, who slept in therack over Lee-Jay's, was sitting with his long legs
dangling over theside, scratching hisshins. The other two. Hammer and Savage John, were
still stretched on their backs, pretending to be asleep.
"Dude, you awake?"Washington hoppeddownand began to jog in place.
Lee-Jayrolled his head to look at him.Washington was a tall, skinnykid with big,
browneyes set too far apart, and tiny ears lowon his skull. He was lookingexpectantlyat
Lee-Jay, as if the question, and the answer, were very important
"What's it look like," answered Lee-Jay. He cleared his throat. His voice was hoarse,
and his chest hurt. It was a combination ofcigarettes and dust, smoking too much, working
too many hours at his cleaning job.
"You going to work today?" Washington panted.
He churned his arms and legs vigorously. Dressed in his white tee-shirt and blue
sweatpants, he looked like a fighter warming up for round one. Lee-Jay watched him
lethargically. Washington ate and slept like an athlete, never stopped moving. When he
wasn't jumping up and down, or jogging in place, he rocked from side to side, or spun in
chiles. Prison life didn't bother him one bit, because in the Fort he lived better than he ever
had growing up on the east side ofDes Moines, with his crack-addicted mother and
grandmother.
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Lee-Jay bothenviedanddespised Washington's simple-mindedness.
"Going to work?" Washington repeated.
"What's it to you," Lee-Jay said.
Hecould keep it up all day, never giving Washington any answers, answering his
questions with more questions. Washingtonwasn't very smart.
Lee-Jay sighed and sat up.
"Your mom coming to visit today?"
"Why do you ask?"
"Shut up, youmotherfuckers," said SavageJohn. He had gottendown offhis bunk,
too, and was pulling on his pants. Hewas a hulking,middle-aged man with coarse,dark hair
and a heavy shadow ofbeard. His real name was John Savage. He hated blacks, college
pricks, and queers. That included all three ofhis cellmates, because Washington was black,
Lee-Jay had a bachelor's degree, and everyone thought Hammer was gay.
"Don't tell me to shut up," said Lee-Jay.
He jumped up and shook himselfawake, rolling his head and flexing his shoulders.
He hated Savage John.
"Shut up," Savage John repeated.
He stepped over and thrust his jaw into Lee-Jay's face.
Lee-Jay didn't back away. He brushed one hand over the top ofhis blonde hair and
narrowed his greeneyes. Hisjaw had already beenbroken once, his long,bumpy nosebroken
several times. Hewas taller than Savage John, though the othermanoutweighed himbymore
thanfifty pounds. However, Lee-Jay wastwenty years younger. Hedidn't mind using his
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fists, even though itmeant a disciplinary write-up, oreven solitary. He almost hoped Savage
John would hit him. He was in that kind ofmood.
"Hit me, flicker," he said quietlyto Savage John. "Come on, I dare you."
He puthis chin up and pointed at it,keeping his other arm loose and ready to swing.
"Shutup,youjerks.Nobody cares. Why doyouhave to pull thisshit theminute you
wake up?"Hammer hadbeen acting like hewas sleeping, butnowhesatup, smoothing his
thin hair back from his temples with both hands.
"Don't tell me to shut up, you faggot," said Savage John, whirlingaround.
"Shut theJuck up, then," replied Hammer.
He hated SavageJohn, too. Hammerand Savage John stared each other down.
Washington had retreated to the comer ofthe cell, where he was standing with his
back to the older men, swaying back and forth, murmuring, "Uh-oh, uh-oh."
Lee-Jay sighed and sat down on his bunk again.
"Both ofyou shut the flick up," he told Hammer and Savage John. "Look at
Washington. In a minute, he's gonna piss himself."
Lee-Jay fell back on his mattress, listening to Savage John and Hammer exchange a
few more sullen remarks. Washington kept whining in the comer. Lee-Jay spent a moment
hating them all impartially, but he was too tired to keep it up.
There was really nothing wrong with his celhnates. Washington was mentally
retarded, not a criminal, and Hammer simply a petty thiefwith a personality disorder. Even
SavageJohn was just a big, dumb farm boywho'd taken a wrong turn somewherein life,
ending up addicted to meth. Lee-Jay understood theywere men likehim, rounded up and
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madeaccountable for everythought that evermoved themtowrong-headed action.
In rehabilitationclass, whichwasmandatory beforea prisonercould apply for parole,
the impulse thathad landed themenin prisonwascalled "criminal thinking." Lee-Jay's
particular line was risk-taking, a kind ofthrill-seeking that impelled him to drink and gamble
andsteal andgethigh. Toseekthe finality of arrest before hewent off thedeep end. The Fort
was full ofmen like him and his cellmates, the kind of lawbreakers Iowa produced, men
bored to death, constrainedby a lack ofmeaningin life that drove them crazy,made them
completely reckless.
Lee-Jay didn't haveanything against Washington or Hammer, or evenSavage John,
except the kind ofcomplaintsthat were inevitable whenmen shared close quarters.
It was just that he was so tired fi*om being awakehalf the night, dreamingof Hawaii.
"Hey, you boys better cool it." There was a rattle outside the cell. It was Manson, the
day guard,with the meds cart. "Come on, Lee-Jay," he called. "Get your shit together. Ain't
you working today?"
Manson took a little paper cup off the tray and waited for Lee-Jay to get up and come
over to the bars. He watched Lee-Jay closely while he swallowed the pills. Then he handed
him another paper cup half-foil ofwater and watched him drink it down. At first, Lee-Jay had
resisted the meds, but after the first twelve months ofhis sentence, he accepted the chemicals
that took the edge off, and put a bottomunder the depthsofhis despair. It was easier to do
time without the highs and the lows. On meds, Lee-Jayhad learned to ride the internal waves
thathadoncethreatened to submerge himin theirviolent undertow. Manson no longer
checked the insideof hismouthto make surethe pills hadgonedown.
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"Yah," said Lee-Jay, "I said I'd work again today. At least until my mom gets here."
"So make your bed and get ready, then."
"Yes, sir."
Lee-Jay had a prison janitorial job that ran from six to three every day except
Saturday and Sunday, but the D wing captain had asked him to do overtime, so Lee-Jay had
been working twenty-two days straight. The pay was seventy-four cents a day, from which
thirty cents was deducted for restitution. Another fifteen cents went to his inmate bill. With
what was left over, Lee-Jay bought candy and gum from the canteen. He didn't work for the
money; he worked to get out ofthe cell, away from the other men. The mindless, repetitive
cleaning tasks gave him plenty of time to daydream. And Lee-Jay liked cleaning because he'd
always been ^stidlous. His sense of smell was keen, and the strong odor ofimwashed bodies
or dirty clothes disgusted him. Youmight be a prisoner, but you didn't have to be a filthy pig.
"You'll be in the sick bay again," Manson said.
"No problem," said Lee-Jay.
He nodded at Manson, and Manson moved on down the rowwith the meds cart.
Above, on the second tier of cells, another guard withan identical cartrattled along. Thecells
were arranged in a quad around theopen day room, where men watched television orplayed
cards. Atthis early hour, the prisoners were still locked in, waiting to file outofDwing to
the mess hall, where they would eat breakfest with some ofthe men from the other three
wings.
"Pussyboy,"said Savage John. "Always kissing the ass oftheMan."
Savage John spent his days lying onhis bunk doing nothing, orwatching television in
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the day room. He thought Lee-Jay was a fool for working.
"Fuck off," said Lee-Jay cheerfully.
At least work gave him something to look forward to.
Manson came back after his meds round, and Lee-Jay walked with him through D
wing to the other side of the Fort. Manson unlocked a series ofhalls and doors, and when
they got to the medical wing, Lee-Jay wheeled the two-tiered stainless steel cart full of
cleaning supplies out ofthe closet. He checked the spray bottles while Manson waited
patiently.
"I need more disinfectant," said Lee-Jay.
Manson unlocked the chemical storage cupboard and took out a gallon jug of
institutional cleaner. Lee-Jay poured some into thespray bottle andadded water from thetap.
Manson said, "What else you needwhile I got this open?"
"Couple ofdust masks," said Lee-Jay. "Just one, I guess."
Lee-Jay always wore a dustmask because hehadallergies, andthecleaning chemicals
and dirt irritated his limgs and sinuses. Manson handed him one, and heputit onthe top tier
ofthe cleaningcart, alongwith the rags and dusters.
"That it?"
"I'm good."
The two men went through another set ofsecurity doors. Lee-Jay pushing the cart.
The guards onduty glanced up from their card game and nodded.
"Howdy, boys," said Lee-Jay.
Theyignored him, frowning at theircards.
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"All set?" asked Manson.
"Yah. Come back and get me when my mom gets here."
"Right on," said Manson.
He left, and the guard namedJessup lookedup fromhis hand ofcards.
"It's nasty back there."
He meant the sick bay, where the men lay in rows ofbeds.
"Same as yesterday?"
"Yup." The guards both nodded, then went back to their game.
Lee-Jayrolled his cart forwardtowardthe sick bay.Yesterday, someofthemen had
been vomiting because a flu was running through the prison. A guy from maximum security
had come in with a deep gash on his leg, and there were a couple young suicide attempts. One
violent prisoner in restraints, subdued, waited out his time in segregation behind a locked
door. A few malingerers were trying to get something out ofbeing sick. And then there was
Scooter, eighty-one years old, one ofa special population ofold men dying in the Fort.
Scooter had been sick for a week, but it looked like he was going to get better one more time.
The sick bay was cool and dim. Barred windows up high reflected back the dark
winter sky. It was veiy quiet. Lee-Jay left his cart and walked down the aisle between the
rows ofbeds.Most ofthe men were still sleeping. One of the youngkids lookedup as Lee-
Jay approached, studyinghis face brieflybeforeturningaway.
"Hey," Lee-Jay saidas he passed. Sometime he'd sit down andtalkto thekid; give
him a few tips onhow toride out his time. You had to get on top ofit before it got ontop of
you. Suicide! What a waste of time. Not thatevery manin prison hadn't wished for death at
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one time or another.
He stopped in front ofScooter's bed. The old man was under a stack ofblankets
because he'd been chilled, despite his fever. The night nurse had put two pillows behind him
so that he could sleep propped up, because his skinny chest was full ofphlegm. His face was
as furrowed as a plowed field, and a bad color, the kind ofyellow that comes from internal
systems failing to nourish the skin. Lee-Jay didn't want to wake him, but Scooter opened his
eyes.
"You look like shit, man," he said to Lee-Jay, as ifLee-Jay were the patient, and not
himself. His voice was an old man's treble, forced out around his constricted chest. Scooter
had lung cancer that was going to kill him before his life sentence was up. A long time ago.
Scooter had taken Lee-Jay under his wing, when he was young and just starting his time.
"I know it," said Lee-Jay. He did feel terrible. His head ached and his sinuses were




"Can I get you anything?" Lee-Jay asked.
"No, no. I'm just going to lay here awhile longer."
"Okay, I'm offto clean the john. I'll be back later."
Going onthetheory that it takes anhour to clean anything, Lee-Jay estimated he'd be
done with thefirst bathroom around six-thirty. Then onto the other two, then trash. Breakfast
clean up. Wipe the mess room tables, sweep and mop everything. Sort the dirty laundry into
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thecarts bytheback door. Break, maybe. Then help outwith lunch prep in the little kitchen
of the sickbay. Thentidyeach sickman's bed, starting withthe ones whohadgotten up.
Rinse outbedpans andpull offsoiled bedding. Empty puke buckets. Somewhere in there he
had to go see his mom.
Lee-Jay sighed, snapping the strapof hisdustmaskintoplace.
When Lee-Jay came backat eleven, Scooter wasup anddressed, sitting in a chair. His
eyes weresunken, andhis cheeks pallid, buthehadonhis black knitcapandheavy denim
coat. On his feet were thick socks and black slippers.
"I'm going out," he said.
"It's awful cold," said Lee-Jay.
"I need some fresh air," said Scooter. "I can't take it any more."
"I got a couple rollies."
The two men and the guard named Jessup went out into the sick bay yard, a little
fenced-in and razor-wired space facing south. The sky was brilliant blue, although the wind
was blowing hard. The prairie lay motionless under the sky, except for a few black birds
winging across the snow-filled fields, looking for something to eat. The furrows that surfaced
from the swells of snow were bare ofvegetation because the fanner who owned the sections
of land surroundingthe prison disked the com and bean stubbleunder in the fall, and again in
the spring. Sometimes in April, when the soil was loose and the winds blew hard, the land
rose up around the prison in toweringdevils of dust that penetratedeverybarrier and filled
theFortwithgrit. Inwinter, the frozen fields were blackened andsnow-powdered, a vast,
featureless wasteland. On the interstate far away, carszipped north and south like automated
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toys ona track. Jessup went over tohis sunny spot against the prisonwall and litup a
cigarette. Lee-Jay and Scooter started walking around the perimeter ofthe concrete yard.
"Man, it's cold."Theoldmanhunched his shoulders against thewind.
Lee-Jay pulled the collar ofhis coat up around his ears. "Seventeen degrees, wind-
chill five below, I heard," he said.
Scooter stopped to lean over and cough spasmodically. When thecold air seized his
chest, it paralyzed him. Lee-Jay waited for Scooter to straighten upand wipe his mouth with
a handkerchieffirom his pocket. Thentheystarted to walkaround the circleagain. Scooter
picking hisway along carefully inhisslippers, occasionally grabbing Lee-Jay's arm. When
they gotbackto theprison wall, in thesunand outof thewind. Lee-Jay began to jog up and
down, while Scooter twisted his upper body and lifted his legs in turn, flexing and
straightening them. Finallytheywerewarmedup, and started to walk around the circle again.
Lee-Jay took out two hand-rolled cigarettes, offering one to the old man.
"Why not," said Scooter, nodding at Lee-Jay.
Lee-Jay lit one cigarette and passed it over, then lit the other for himself.
"I should quit," said Lee-Jay.
"I did quit," said Scooter. "Oh, well. So what were you saying yesterday about that
Duke Kahana-what-you?"
"Duke Kahanamoku?"
During the past few days, as they walked around the yard for exercise, smoking one
cigarette apiece. Lee-Jay told Scooter stories about Hawaii. The closer the old man got to
death, the more questions he asked about the outside, as ifwhen he was finally released, he'd
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somehowmake hisway back there. Lee-Jay didn't mind, because heloved to talk. And he'd
been reading and dreaming about islands ever since childhood, when he'd seen pictures of
Hawaii in aNational Geographic magazine. Heknew that the islands were made byviolent
eruptions under theocean. The green paradise riding above the waves was just the visible top
ofthevolcanoes lying beneath. Lee-Jay knew about Duke Kahanamoku from reading a book
about himin theprison library. Thecloser Lee-Jay gotto his parole hearing, themore he
dreamed ofHawaii.
"Duke Kahanamoku," said Lee-Jay. "He was a great surfer, which is what most
peopleremember him for. In fact, theycallhimthe fatherof surfing. But hewas alsoan
incredible swimmer. He won a couple Olympic gold medals for swimming, back in the
nineteen-twenties. He was one-hundred-percentnative, probably the best athlete Hawaii ever
produced. He died the year I was bom, nineteensixty-eight. Evenwhenhe was an old man,
he was still surfing and swimming."
"I always wanted to surf," said Scooter. "Hell, I always wanted to swim."
Scooter had been in prison sixty-one years, serving life for murder. One day like any
other, in a fit ofrage after tiying to fix a cantankerous baler in the blazing hot sun, he'd killed
his father, mother, and two brothers with a scythe. Once he had told Lee-Jay about swimming
in the Wapsipinicon River that ran through his father's little bottomland dirt farm in northeast
Iowa. But mostly. Scooter and his brothers had just fished the bends and holes ofthe twisting
river, because farm kids didn't go in the water much. But now those memories were like a
dream to the old man stranded behind the walls of the Fort. The farm was long gone, the
whole family dead. No one from the old hometown ever came to see him anymore. In some
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ways, Lee-Jay's Hawaii was more real to Scooter than the Iowa county where he had been
bom.
"Tell me more," he said.
"I dreamedabout the Duke last night,"Lee-Jaysaid. "If I was in Hawaii, I'd hang
aroundhis statue on WaikikiBeach all time, even though it is right across from the police
station."
"That sounds like heaven right now, man."
"Heaven all right," said Lee-Jay. "I hate Iowa."
"Ain't you an Iowa boy?"
"Not really," said Lee-Jay. "I'm fromnowhere and everywhere, I guessyou could say.
I mean, I grewup in Iowa, but what does that mean? I'm not a farmboy.Mydad didn't work
for no university, either. Hey, I didn't even have a dad, and ifI did, he wasn't from Iowa,
anyway.And neither was my mom. The only reason she ended up here was because the car
broke down on her way from Vermont to California. So I don't know. I don't want to work at
some crappy job, just so I can live in this godforsaken place for the rest ofmy life. I don't
have any reason to stay in this state. There's nothing to do here. As soon as I get out, I'm
going to Hawaii."
"What, and leave all this?" Scooter gestured at the vsdnd-blasted prairie.
The two men stopped along the fence and gazed out. There was nothing to see except
the monotony ofsnow-drifted earth, everything black and white, stretching away without
relief to the horizon. A familiar swell of impatient disgust heated Lee-Jay's chest, and his
head gave a painful throb. Why did the fanner have to strip the land bare? The ground looked
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wounded, scalped, like thedemolition site ofa great disaster. Lee-Jay could never look at the
fields without thinking ofpictures he'd seen in library books, of thegreat seaof grass and
flowers that used to coverthe prairie. Nowbarefields stretched in everydirection. In the
summertime, the landwas filled with soybeans and com, com and soybeans. Not to mention
hogs. Somewhere neartheprisonwasa hogconfinement operationwithten thousand head,
and on certaindays, thewindcarried a poisonous waste gas to the prisonyard, making the
men choke and gag. Between fenn chemicals and hog shit, there was no clean water
anywhere in the state, no place to safely swim outdoors.
Lee-Jay hated everything about Iowa.
"Anyway," he said, turning away from the fence. He plodded forward, looking at his
black prison sneakers. "DukeKahanamoku wasjust a beachboywho loved to surf and swim.
He was related by blood to royalty, the old kings and queens ofHawaii. But they called him
the last Kamehameha, because he was the end ofhis line. He didn't get married until he was
fifty, and then he ended up having no children."
"Childless, like me," said Scooter.
"Me, too," said Lee-Jay.
The two men were silent for a moment, walking and smoking.
"Kahanamoku was more fish than man," Lee-Jay went on. "They say he used to go to
school across the street from Waikiki Beach, and every aftemoon when he got out, he'd be
right in the water. There's this story about a huge wave he rode for more than a mile and a
half, back in nineteen-seventeen. There had been earthquakes in Japan, and the surfwas
really high. He paddled as far as he could out into the ocean offWaikiki Beach, looking for
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theperfect wave. When it came, it wasamonster, a tsunami, the kind thatcomes from the
earthshaking at its core.Thewavewasoverthirty feet tall! If he hadwipedout, hewould
have been crushed by the weight ofthe water falling on him. It lifted him up, and he had no
choice but to ride it all the way in. Later, the Duke said that he didn't choose the wave, it
chose him."
'"Nokidding?" said Scooter. "I wonder what that means, when that happens."
"I don't know," said Lee-Jay. "What happenswhen a monster wave chooses you, and
then you fall into the ocean?"
"I guess you die," said Scooter.
"Ha, ha," said Lee-Jay. "Guess so."
They had completed their third round ofthe yard, their cigarette butts crushed and
pocketed. They looked over at Jessup. He nodded and called, "Let's go in, boys. It's too cold
out here."
Jessup opened the security door, and Lee-Jay walked Scooter back to the sick bay.
"I'mjust going to take a little rest," said the old man, pulling offhis coat. "I don't
know why I feel so tired. They'll call me when it's lunch."
"Mymom's coming this afternoon," said Lee-Jay. "And then I've got my AA meeting
tonight. I'll be back tomorrow. Think you'll still be here?"
"Here or the morgue."
"Don't talk like that," said Lee-Jay. "You're going to be fine. You've got everything
to live for."
"Hah," said Scooter. He swunghis legs up on the bed.He lay back against the pillows
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with his eyes closed. Lee-Jay spread a flannel blanket over the old man, tucking the ends
around his stockinged feet. When he leaned over him, he caught a whiffof something bad.
Tomorrow, he'd make sure Scooter got washed.
It was after lunch when Lee-Jay's mother arrived for visitation. One of the new
guards-in-training came to get him, a serious young guy with a fresh criminal-justice degree
from the state imiversity. His crisply starched shirt collar was buttoned tightly around his
neck. His kind loved getting dressed up, thought Lee-Jay. He probably put on a uniform and
played soldier in the National Guard in his spare time. Lee-Jay wondered idly what would
happen ifhe jumped the kid. The guard looked sideways at him, trying to read his mind. Lee-
Jay composed his face into a perfect blank and said, "Can you tell the front I'll be there in
fifteenminutes? I got to wash up and changemy shirt."
Back in the cell. Lee-Jay found his cellmates gone. The air smelled stale and sour.
Lee-Jaypicked up some ofWashington's dirty clothesfrom the floor and stuffedthem into
the laimdry bag. Hewent overto thejohn and flushed it, thenwiped therimwitha fold of
toilet paper andflushed it again. Savage John was a pig. Lee-Jay ranwater into thebasin and
washed his face. He'd have toshave later. He rinsed out the sink and patted his face dry.
Lee-Jay changed into a clean blue work shirt and brushed his short blonde hair
carefiilly. He hadn't looked closely athis own face for so long that he didn't care what he
looked like anymore. He knew there were getting to be lines from the comers ofhis eyes to
the comers ofhis mouth, but he'd always been handsome. All his years in and out ofprisons
hadn't changed him that much. He liked to clean up for his mother, because she always took
it hard when he started to get dirty and careless ofhis appearance. She knew how Lee-Jay's
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habitsof cleanliness disintegrated underthe pressure of his depressions. But for a longtime
now, themeds had buoyed him above thedepths that sometunes confined him tohisrack like
a dirty, unshaven invalid for days, even weeks.
Lee-Jay's mother was in thevisiting room, wearing herpxirple winter coat, carrying a
tanpurse. Asusual, shehad struck upa conversationwith a young woman, thewife or sister
or girlfriend of thehusband, brother, or boyfriend behind bars. Bothwomen were smiling,
only a littlemore strained thanif theyhadbeen in a dentist's office. Lee-Jay tookhis seat
behind the clear partition, and the guardcaughthis mother's attention, motioningher over.
Shewas gettingold, withwhite hair, and a humpbetweenher broad shoulders. She
was not as tall as she used to be, and she looked thinner than she'd been a few months ago.
Lee-Jayknew his mother had been on a diet, but she seemedto be shrinking in stature at the
same time. Lee-Jay's heart jumped when he saw how her thin cheeks had started to sag into
the folds ofher neck.
"Hello there. Lee-Jay," she sing-songed into the speaking transom between the plexi
glass partitions, as she settled into her chair.
"Hi, Mom. How are you?"
"I'm just fine. What about you?"
"I'm well," said Lee-Jay. "A little tired. Did I tell you how many days in a row I've
been working?"
"In your last letter, you said almost twenty, I think."
"Yah," said Lee-Jay. "Theyjustpulled me offanother shift halfanhour ago." He
settled backin his chair, stretching his long legs.
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"Don't get overtired," warned his mother. "You have to remember to keep your stress
level down."
"I know," said Lee-Jay. "A man's gotta know his limitations."
"Look at me," said his mother. "All those years as city clerk, working for those jerky
mayorsthat couldn't get alongwith anybody. Now that I'm retired, I have to watchmyblood
pressure. The doctor told me I have to stay out ofhigh-stress situations. I just can't take it
anymore."
Her voice had gone high, but she lowered it. She looked sidelong at the guard who
was watching the visitors for signs ofdisturbance. Sometimes when she talked too loudly, a
guard would frown in her direction, and Lee-Jay would shush her.
"You're right," said Lee-Jay. "Stress is bad for me, too."
"How's your AA group coming?"
"Fine," said Lee-Jay. "I'm taking it seriously this time. I really am. I'm sick of
messing up. I think I'm getting ready to get out of this place."
"Good," said his mother. "I'm saving up a little money from my retirement check, so
if youdo getparoled, I canhelpoutwithrentand deposits, maybe some housekeeping stuff."
"Thanks,Mom. I really do ^preciate everything you've done for me."
"Whatdoes yoursponsor sayabout your Iowa City plan?"
Lee-Jay's parole-hearing planincluded relocation to Iowa City, a college town where
there was enough opportunity for anonymity tosuit him. He didn't want togo back tothe
town where his mother lived, because ofthe drug crowd he knew there. He was working out
the Iowa City plan with a sponsor from the outside who volunteered in the prison's
Ill
Alcoholics Anonymous program.
"He thinks it's a goodidea," saidLee-Jay. "He thinks it'll helpmekeepawayfrom
the drugs."
Not that therewasn't a drugcrowd in IowaCity. Therewas.ButLee-Jay didn't know
anyone, so he could at least give sobrietya good start beforerunning into temptation. The
worst possible thingwould be to fall in with the college-student crowd, as he had always
done in the past. But he was probablytoo old for that now, anyway. Hewas trying to locate
an AA groupofex-cons in IowaCity,becausehis sponsorsaid he would need to havebetter-
quality friends ifhe wanted to stay sober.
"What about a job?" his mother asked.
"My sponsor told me about a couple places that hire ex-cons. I've got a good chance
there, too, since I have a degree. I'm in a better position than a lot ofguys getting out of
prison."
"Well, what kind ofjob are you looking at?"
"I don't know. Mom. Human resources recruiting, like I did in Arizona? Janitorial,
maybe?"
Lee-Jaywas startingto feel annoyed at his mother. Her questionsremindedhim of
Washington.
"You've just got to work,"saidhismother. "Evenif it's at a low-w^e fast-food
joint."
"Yes, I know," said Lee-Jay. "I'mplanning onworking, soI can save upfor aplane
ticket, which shouldn't take me too long. Do you know how cheap it is to fly to Hawaii?"
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"Oh, Lee-Jay, there you go about Hawaii again. You've got to get Hawaii out ofyour
head! You need to buckle down and make some kind of life for yourselfhere in Iowa. Your
fantasizing is just a way ofnot facing up to reality.What does your criminal-thinking
counselor say when you talk about Hawaii?"
''Nothing," said Lee-Jay.
He had learned not to mention Hawaii in his rehabilitation group. The counselor got
mad whenever he brought it up. He was a guardwho'd attended a two-day state-sponsored
training to earn a certificatefor criminal-thinking, and he'd never been out of Iowa in his life.
He had mocked Lee-Jay once, saying, "Oh, and I suppose you're just going to get offa plane
in Hawaii to live like some kind ofroyal bum on the beach, and everything's gonna be
wonderful, happy ever after! Working stiffs like me can't even afford a one-week vacation in
Hawaii! That's either a delusion ofgrandeur or evasion ofresponsibility, I'm not sure which.
But I'm pretty sure it's criminal thinking."
Lee-Jay hadn't mentioned Hawaii in a couple weeks.
"Well, I hope you don't talk about it like you used to. You've got to learn to
recognize an obsession when you see it in yourself.Remember, obsessive-compulsive
disorder runs in the family. DreamingaboutHawaii is just living in a fantasyworld!"
"I know, I know," said Lee-Jay. "I wasjust kidding. I'm not going to Hawaii. I'm not
evenready to go to IowaCity yet. Believe me,I'm notliving in a fantasy world."
"Good," said his mother.
Then she started telling a stoiy about some ofthe old widow ladies inher high-rise
retirement home. The place was fiill ofbackstabbing and gossip, as vicious as any prison.
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There was a security lock on the door in the front lobby, but some ofthe old women propped
it open with a stick on days when they were expecting visitors or delivery men. Others were
lobbying the management to get the practice stopped, because what was the point ofhaving
security ifwasn't used properly? She herselfwas opposed to the practice ofdoor-propping,
but she wasn't one to take sides. She had to watch her stress level.
Lee-Jay glanced surreptitiously at the clock high up on the wall. Not that he was tired
ofhis mother's visit already. He was content to just sit there, looking at his mother's face
while she rattled on. But Lee-Jay wanted to tell Scooter one more thing, something he'd
forgotten xmtil this very minute.
It was about the Duke's surfboard.
The key to survival when a monster wave chooses you and lifts you up is a board, a
real koa woodHawaiian surfboard. DukeKahanamoku'swas sixteen feet long, andweighed
one hundred and fourteenpounds. Sometimes he called it his log. The bottomwas curved to
match the shape ofthe swell, and the top was a generously wide platform,olo-style, the kind
once made for Hawaii's kings.
Lee-Jay would tell Scooter that in order to ride the tsunami, a man has to have a solid
placein all thatwater, to crouchand shift, to secure his balance, to stand.
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A Little Part ofIt in Everyone
It is midnight, or two, or three o'clock in the morning, when the telephone in my
bedroom rings. There's no answering machine, but whoever is on the other end isn't going to
quit, so it just keeps ringing and ringing. I'm too tired to get up and answer it. My back aches
from shoveling snow, and my arms that were sore earlier now are completely numb from the
shoulders down to the tips ofmy little fingers. I figure if I ignore the caller, sooner or later,
the ringing will stop. Somewhere in the shadows ofthe ceiling, a dark bird seems to be
hovering, right around the top ofClint Eastwood's black-hatted head in the Joe Kidd poster
onmy closet door. I lie in bed withmy arms crossedovermy chest, waiting for silence.
It's one ofthose January weeks in Iowawhen it snows so much that you are at it
morning,noon, and night, just to keep frombeingmaroonedin the drifts. Even in town, it
might aswell be openprairie, theway thewind piles thesnow intosculptured dunes,
glittering under thesunlike theeerie landscape ofa distant, frozen planet. And it's cold—
below zero fornineteen consecutive days. Some people say it's toocold forsnow, butthat's
not true. The stuffcomes down like thick crystalline sugar, so heavy it packs itselfsolid with
its own weight. Then the sun comes out and melts itabit; then at night, it freezes solid again
Add more snow; repeat. So fer, five feet ofsnow has fallen. My life has been narrowed toa
nightly cycle ofunconscious recovery, followed by another day ofshovelmg snow.
Not only am I shoveling myselfout, but I am also taking care ofmy elderly neighbors
the worid seems to have forgotten. Old Mrs. Ellis and her even more feeble husband depend
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on me to keep their drivewayclear so theycan creeptheir ancient stationwagon three blocks
up the street to the Farewaystore for white breadandmilk and the CoorsLite she drinkswith
her daily cigarette. And somehow, I've been roped into doing snow removal for the worst
slumlord in town, a rich man with a lot ofold boarding houses that he rents out to Mexican
packing-plant workers and Chinese students. I'm only doing it because I need his money,
which, admittedly, is something less than minimumwage, ifyou add up all the time I actually
work.
Still, I don't care. It feels good to be working outside, even if it is killing me. I hate
being cooped up in this old house, where everything is shabby and worn and falling apart.
Outdoors, the air is clean as a new knife, the wide sky empty and blue during the brilliantly
sunny days. All week, I've been running in my old truck from snow job to snow job, the only
woman in a business dominated by men. The phone ringing is probably someone wanting me
to shovel more snow. I lie numb in my bed, falling into a reverie about snow removal, the
way you see cornstalks passing before your eyes after detassling in the fields.
Before dawn, the sky is still dark, thoughsnowglowswith its ownwhite light.At that
hour, the streets are deserted,except for the troopsof snow removers. The cold air carries the
ringing sound of blades, plowboys in theirBlazers, scraping theparking lotsofMainStreet
downtown. A thick, redolent layer ofexhaust hangs just above the treetops. When Ipark my
blue Chevy and hop out infront oftiie boarding house, the cold bites my lips like tiie kiss ofa
snake, but soon enough, I'm stripping offmy red parka, down to the black overalls and bright
yellow turtleneckthat are my trademarkattire.
Shoveling snow works up a sweat in ahurry. By the time the first trabajador comes
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out, scratching his black head and tiptoeing across the sidewalk in his golden calfskin
cowboy boots, I am finished. I raise my shovel, a wide-bladed yellow Yoho, in triumph,
while the Mexican stares. Snow removal in one ofthe worst winters in history is as
intimidating and intoxicating as running a marathon. Every night, in the back ofmy mind,
even while I'm sleeping, a mingled dread and excitement is forming, because the dense quiet
enshrouding the house tells me that, once again, it's snowing. Even now, though it is past
midnight, this phone call is probably one ofmy clients, panicked by the sight ofmore snow,
untroubled at waking me up. I'm not answering, I think from the depths ofmy exhaustion,
because the town's snow ordinance gives you twenty-fourhours, at least, to get the sidewalks
cleared. They can all wait until morning.
Somehoius earlier, I tooka littlewhite painpill thatmayormaynot beworking,
because when I move, a deep acheinmyright shoulder makes megroan out loud, even
though my arms are completely dead. Despite the irritating noise ofthetelephone, I try
desperately to fall back to sleep, but there isa child inthe bed besideme, a girl, my daughter.
She issmall and warm and solid. Her spine is curved, touching mine because we are lying
back-to-back, but each time the phone rings, she bucks against me, slamming her small heels
into the back ofmy thighs.
"Ouch!" I protest. "Dam it,Jane, quit kicking me!"
The child growls as ifcursingme back. Iam nothing. Iam the mother, the shoveler,
the phone answerer, the solver ofall problems; the one who always gets out ofbed. And if
Jane wakes up completely, there'll be no more sleeping for the rest ofthe night. So Ihaul
myselfout ofthe warm nest we've made under apile ofquilts and sleeping bags, and limp
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across the cold, dark room to where the telephone is still making its noise.
"Hello?"
My voice is tenuous.
My hands prickle unpleasantly as the blood starts rushing into my fingertips. I switch
on the dresser lamp, turning away from the mirror, becausemy eyes lit from below are deep
sockets that reveal the shape ofmy skull. My body is taking a beating, and it shows in my
face. The bare wood floor is freezing, so I bend over to retrieve my slippers from under the
bed. Ofcourse they aren't there, because Jane likes to put them on and shuffle around the
house. I start to shiver because the north wind is blasting through the loose, rattling bedroom
window.
Lifting the shade, I see snowflakes eddying under the streetlight outside.
"Damn," I say automatically.
More snow.
"Not you," I add, speaking into the mouthpiece. It is probably old Mrs. Ellis.
There is no one on the other end ofthe phone.
"Hello!" I say again. "Who is it?"
Then a distantwail crackles its way throughthe line, and I seem to hear its faint echo
down the street.
"Hello?Hello?"a man's voice says briskly over the noise.
Right away, I know it's trouble. I have an intuition for trouble. Trouble ofone kind or
another iswhy I hate answering the phone, and the only reason why I ever bother to pick it
up.
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The man on the other end gives his name: a cop. I know him. In a town this small,
everybody knows everyone else. Plus he has been to my house before on official business.
"Who is this?" he demands.
I say who I am.
I am not lying. Sometimes I lie to callers when I think they might be bill collectors.
Sometimes I say I'm the housekeeper, which is technically a fact. Usually I pretend it's a
wrong number. But this time, I have a gut feeling, so I tell the truth. I know the cop
recognizes my voice.
"Listen," he says. "It's not good. I'm with the ambulance here. You've got to meet us
up at Mercy."
In the bed, my daughter thrashes her legs and cries, "Mommy!" in that self-righteous,
demanding tone yoimgchildren take when you're on the phone and you need them to be
quiet. With the handset in hand, I stretch the cord out full length, trying to get back over to
the bed to cover her up. I grope under the blanketsfor her Binky,which she is too old for, but
still insists on at bedtime.
"Why?" I ask. "What is it?"
"Isn't your son Em?" asks the cop, and then speaksmy son's fiill name, Emmett
Newton, as if reading it from a card.
Emmett is seventeen, andforamoment, I imagine he's sleeping in hisblack-lighted
and incensed bedroom in the basement. Then I remember that he hasn't lived at home for
more than six months. He is across town ina ramshackle apartment with two other boys from
high school who've also left their mothers.
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Emmett is trouble, a lot oftrouble. Being his mother is like having a chronic illness.
"Yes," I reply. "What's he done now?"
"We're transporting him," says the cop. "Arriving shortly. You need to come to the
hospital right now."
My heart starts poundingso painfully that I think one more time I really shouldquit
smoking altogether, though I am down to only a pack a week.
"But I'm all alone here, and I have the little one asleep! Can't you send someone over
to help me? Just tell me what happened!"
"Meet us at the emergency room," the cop says, as ifhe doesn't hear a word I'm
saying. "We'll be there in five minutes. I'm afraid it's serious this time. Sorry, ma'am."
There were other times when Em got picked up by the cops, but this is the first time
he's been transported by ambulance instead ofpolice car.
I hang up the phone and start bundling Jane into her snowsuit, while she protests
bitterly and tries to hit me. I pull a wool hat over her curly blonde hair and she immediately
snatches it off. She spits her Binky on the floor. I pick it up and stuff it back in her mouth.
She is always battling me, just like her brother.
After the struggle to dress her, I decide not to take time to change my clothes, because
myyellowflannel pajamas printedwithredrockets andairplanes are as warmas anything
elseundermyblacksnowoveralls. Carrying Jane inmyaching arms, I rush into the kitchen
andthrust mybarefeet intothestill-damp snow boots I find drying where I left them when I
came in from shoveling snow. Grabbing mypurse offthecounter, I check thatmykeys are in
it, then sling my dirty red snow-shoveling parka over one shoulder without puttingmy arms
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intothe sleeves. Running out the backdoor, I have that sense ofweakness andseparation that
comes after extremephysicaleffort, but fear hasmademe evenmore lightheaded.
In the garage, I thrust Jane into the truck throughthe driver's door, and clamberup
beside her. Fumble the keys into the ignitionwithmyhands shaking like they belongto
someoneelse. The enginewhirs and turns over once, then chokes and dies. I try it again.And
again.
"Piece ofshit!" Tears ofrage and panic sting my eyelids.
The truck is old, and the gas tank almost empty. I put my head down on the steering
wheel andwhisperto the GodI no longer believe in, calling himMotherjust in case. I waita
minute in the darkness, then press the gas pedal to the floor and turn the key over. Rrr-rr. Rrr-
rr. Finally, at the last minute, before the battery fails completely, the engine rumbles to life
and thick exhaust seeps up through the rusty floorboards into the cold cab.
"Thank God!" I exclaim. "Goddess," I add, just in case.
When I hit the remote opener, the garage door creaks upward, the worn mechanism
shrieking with cold. Jane is whimpering, but more quietly now because sweet guitar notes
from a Neil Young song on a tape in the tape deck pour forth: "I sing the song because I love
the man, I know that some ofyou don't understand." The song is about drug addicts. When
the chords ofthe song die away, I punch the tape silent and sit there shivering with my bare
hands under my thighs, waiting for the cab to warm up. The heater is running fiill blast, but
the air from the vent is a frigid stream. I pull Jane over to my side and coverher withmy
parka. Our breath fogs the windshieldso I can barelysee. For the hundredthtime, I wonder
how we will manage ifI finally lose this old truck.
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The narrowdrivewayis driftedwith the new snow tiiat has been falling, framedon
either side by huge heaps I laboriously piledup earlier,one scoopat a time, with the Yo-Ho
andalitde antique grain shovel that's justmy size.Now there's no time to clear awaythe
fresh snow, but my truck is a big old 1971 ChevycustomSierrariding on new twenties I just
boughton credit, so I resolve to musclemyway through. Backingout, I roll down the
window to navigate, and there's the moon overmy shoulder, a distant orb ringed by haze,
hungup in the bare branchesofthe trees. Soon it will be totallyobscuredby thick clouds.
The streetlightsshed their pale glowon frozensnowheapedso high that the street is just an
invisible tunnel in between. At the end ofthe driveway, one rear tire crunches into a deep
snow bank, and for a minute I'm afraid I'm hung up, but when I gun it, the truck shoots out
into the street. Jane is still crying. In the back ofmy mind, I wonder if it's wrong to sacrifice
one child for the other. I wonder what she will remember ofthis night, what she'll blame me
for later.
The emergency room is flooded with fluorescent light that blinds me when I stumble
through the door in my clumsy boots, with Jane held close to my chest. There is no one
behind the bulletproofwindow ofthe receptionist's desk. However, my son's girlfriend is
sitting alone in the waiting room, himched over on a green plastic chair, with her arms
dangling between her legs, and her long brown hair hanging down the back ofher denim
jacket. Automatically, I notice she's not dressedfor the weather, but in Iowa, the young,
pretty girls never are.
"Lindsay!"I exclaim. "What is it? Whathappened?"
She lifts her head. Her pale oval face is a blank—nothing to read there. She looks
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cautioiasly at Jane, sayscarefully that there's a chaplain coming in aminute, thenpointsto a
half-open door downthe hall.We go and sit in a small dark roomcrowded withfour chairs
and a table, me shifting my sniffling daughter on my lap, Lindsay hugging herself and
avoiding my gaze.
"Tell me!" I urge.
"It was an accident," she says abstractedly. "I don't think he meant to do it. See, we
were at a party, me and him and Jake and Eric. Whenwe got home, Em went into the
bathroom and he was, like, in there forever. I guess we kind of forgot about him. We were
just drinking and talking and listening to music, and I don't how long it was, but all of a
sudden, we hear this crash from the bathroom. We don't think anything of it. I guess we're all
being stupid, but a long time later, or maybe it was just a few minutes, I realize it's the sound
ofsomeone falling, so I run over to the bathroom and try to open the door, but I can't, and
when I kneel down to look under the crack, I see Em's shoulder—
I jump to my feet with Jane fussing on my hip and start swaying back and forth to
keep her quiet. I am not sure what Lindsay means, or what has happened to Em, but I
suddenly realize this is unimportant. She is talking about seeing my son's body on the floor. I
can't seem to catch my breath.
"—because the way he's layingthere,he's blockingit. So Jake and Eric, theybust
the door down and haul him out-
"Oh, my God!"
"—andthen Jake andEric startdoing CPR, because right away, we all knowhe's
dead, and I can'tbelieve they know how to do it,because I'm sure they never had any
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lessons; so I'm on thephone withnine-one-one, but it seems likeit's taking too longto
explain, because all thewhile, Jake is pounding onEm'schest and Eric is blowing into his
mouth, but Em is just layingthere,not breathing, andhis face is all purple. AndI neversaw
anyone be that color before—
Lindsay breaks offand starts sobbing.
Jane bursts into tears again, too.
I am frozen. My lips tingle strangely.
Just then, the hospital chaplain comes in. He is a tallmanwitha white collararound
his neck and a long, dark coat.He givesme and the two girls a speculativelook.
"He's alive," he says without preamble. "Shall we pray?"
I leave Jane with Lindsay when a tired-fecednurse with a permanent scowl comes to
take me to the curtained cubicle where my son is laid out on a gumey. His face looks like it's
modeled from white putty. It's a death face—I know, because I've seen one before. With his
habitual set-jawed, frowning expression stripped away from his handsome face, my son
resembles the infant who emerged from my body years before: calm yet slightly peeved;
distracted from something important; resolved to ignore the chaos around him. His eyes are
closed. He is bare to the waist, and there are tubes up his nose. His chest is rising and falling.
"That's the machine," the nurse says. "Breathing for him. It's okay, ifyou want to
come over and touch him."
The emergency-roomdoctor, a middle-agedman with an Indian name on his tag,
looksup and frowns at me; saysnothing; goesbackto jottingnoteson a clipboard. I am
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conscious ofmy long, tangled hair, mydark-circled eyes, mybright yellow flannel pajama
topandblack overalls, myold snow boots, I look likehell. I wonder if thedoctor thinks I'm a
badmother. Hospital emergencies likeEm's, young menoverdosed on drugs or alcohol, or
smashed up in carwrecks, or shotbyone another, or suicide attempts, arecommon around
here, andeveryone's always looking for someone to blame. Usually it's themother. Maybe
they're right, and this whole thing is all my fault, I think.But I can't be all that bad, because
at least my son didn't die.
"You're really lucky," says the nurse, as if readingmy thoughts. "Ifit weren't for his
friends, he'd be dead. They saved his life, you know."
Jake, heavy-set and tattooed, with a ring in his lip and black-rimmed glasses. Eric,
undernourished and pale, with long sandyhair and a face full offreckles. These boyswho've
grown up fatherless and rough like my own son are now unlikely heroes. I am not surprised.
They are tough and resourceful, determined to prove themselves men by doing everything the
hard way. First things first: leave your mother. I am just gratefiil that Em's fiiends were there
for htm when I wasn't.
I go over to the gumey and take Em's hand. There is a thick scar on the tender inside
ofhis left forearm, just below the elbow. One night when Em was fifteen, he took a sterling
silver ring wrought in the shape ofa wolfs head that I gave him for his birthday, and heated
it white-hotwith a cigarette lighter. Thenhe pressedit into his flesh. The next day,he
showed me the bum,a brand,really, and said.Doesn't thisprovehowmuchI loveyou?
Whydoes he think he needs to prove it, I wonderfor the ten thousandthtime.
The scar is livid on his pale arm.
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When I take Em's hand in mine, there is nothing; no response. His long, tapered
fingers are rough, like aman's. I study his face, because ithas been a long time since I've had
thechance to really look at him. There is a fine blonde stubble along hisjaw line. A few
blackheads dothis brow, andoneof his nostrils is crusted withdarkblood. Hisbody exudes
the stinkof sweatand booze,and something elseso pungent I knowit is the odorof death. I
noticethat the fly of his filthyjeans is undone, so I reachoverand tug the zipperup.
"Bam door's open, Em," I say foolishly.
"That's enough, now," says thedoctor, looking up from hispaperwork. Henods at the
nurse, who takes my arm and leads me away.
Noplaceis more lonely thana hospital room before dawn. Lindsay has leftwithJane,
taking her hometo hermother's housefor the night, leaving me alonewithEm.The nurses,
what few there are, seem to disappear, and those working keep busy with unseen patients for
whom dawn is the darkest hour. Slumped in an armchairwith my chin in one hand, I keep
watch over my son, whose chest is rising and falling in measured, mechanical suspiration.
There is a soft, rhythmic shushing sound like a heartbeat from the machine that is breathing
for him. Em is lying on his back, hands palm-up at his sides, utterly still, as I haven't seen
him for a long time, ever since he was a child sleeping. Blood tests have revealed the nature
of the toxic substance he injected into his vein, and he may have gone as long as ten minutes
without oxygen after the overdose. Now he is in a coma. Never before did I feel more alone
than I do at this moment, waiting for Em to wake up.
My mind starts drifting in the metronome ofthe clicking machinery, and I can't hold
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ontoconsciousness anymore, and then I am falling, falling into a dream, and when I finally
come to, lying ina ditch filled with black water, I am still dressed inmy yellow flannel
pajamas, but the pattern ofred rockets and airplanes isobliterated by cold, slimy mud. A
burning smell hangs inthe air. Violently shivering because I'm soaking wet inthefrigid
autumn night, I crawl upout oftheditch. The darkness is full of shouts and screams, while a
tumult ofmen and machines seethesaroundme. Explosionsshatter the night sky like Chinese
fireworks. Masts of tall ships are smoking ona blazing lake. Turning mybackon thehorrific
scene, I start running as fast as I can down the dirt road undermy feet.
After trudging for hours, around dawn, I meetupwith a young man,another survivor
like me. He's wearing a long, black trench coat,and his narrow, pale face is set in lines of
worryand fear. Somehow,I imderstand that he seems familiar to me becausewe've been
through the same war.
Where are you going, I ask him.
South, he says.
He tells me that a mothership is waiting over the next set of long, low hills to take
survivors away from this inhospitable planet. He has been spared for a reason, he says.
Wondering about myself, I ask him how he knows this, and he says with a grim smile.
Because I've been in on this story for a very long time.
Come, follow me, he says.
Waking suddenly from the annihilation dream with my scalp prickling, I stand up to
stretch my aching legs, shaking the nightmare away. I feel like I've been running all night.
Somewhere past the half-open door, the moming-shift nurses are twittering around their
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station in the white hallwaylike sparrowsat a birdfeeder, but no sound from outside
penetrates the thickglassof the sealed windows. I go overto gazedowninto the street. A few
cars are crawlingpast the hospital's main entrance throughthe heavy snowthat has been
fallingall night. Lookingout, I have a senseof dislocation, becauseI seemto have been away
on a very long journey; yet the world continued in its old, familiar path while I was gone.
Now there's all this new snow that has to be shoveled by someone.
I stand there wondering for the millionth time why I live in this God-forsaken state,
where the winters are one long struggle to survive. Iowa is dying. It's a graveyard for old
people, a crossroads for drug runners, a blank spot on the map that it's best to pass over on
your way to somewhere else. Right at this moment, old Mrs. Ellis is probably frantic, giving
herselfa heart attack trying to shovel her way out to the car. The slumlord whose tenants are
snowed in will fire me when I don't show up by eight. My old truck is illegally parked in
front of the emergency room door, and probably won't start anyway, so I'll end up walking
home in my pajamas through the snow. Everyone passing by will think, there's one ofthose
crazy ladies escaped from the sixth floor ofMercy. Sometimes I wish I could run away from
all this. I'd head south and never come back.
When the dim light ofmorning begins to hurt my swollen eyes, I tilt the blinds shut
and go over to Em's side to push back the greasy blonde bangs that are always hanging over
his face. He looksso peaceful. It couldbe the startof anyordinary day, exceptthatEm is still
asleep.When he was a toddler, Em neverwantedto sleep. In the aflemoon, exhaustedbyhis
frenetic hyperactivity, I usedto cany himto bed, lying down ononesideto spoonmylarge
body around his small one. Throwing oneofmylegs overhis, I would curl myarm around
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his chest to immobilize him. Wide awake, Emwould struggle and squall in desperate rage
until he was blue-facedand breathless,while I held him down, grimlyhummhiga lullabythat
he hated to hearme sing.Breathing in andout deeply, slowing myheartbeat, I willedhimto
sleep, while Em fought until he was helpless, then grew limp, his hair slick with the sweat of
his surrender. Only thenwould he relax, falling asleep withshuddering sobs against mybody,
letting mehold him in theonly tenderness heever allowed meto show. Lying beside him, my
heart breaking overthe brave fight he putup,withhisround, hardheadof softblonde hair
resting under mychin, I would breathe in his sour, milky, powdery scent thatalways made
me feel like his mother, imtil I fell asleep, too.
Now the rank smell ofEm is comforting somehow, and it is no trouble to find a
narrow space at his side wheremy bodyand his fit together like a chimera:mother and
monster. The shush and click ofthe respirator is soothing as a womb. Lying next to my son, I
notice in the crook ofEm's elbow, just above the bum scar, a tiny purple hole where the
needle's damage was done. I wet my fingertip and press it over the woxmd. My breath
mingles with Em's and the room is so warm I can't keep my eyes open any longer, and then
Fm drifting again, but this time, instead ofdreaming about annihilation, I'm sinking into the
snow that I sense falling outside the hospital window, a soundless, crystalline matrix that
buries me in deep quietude. Drowsily reflecting on the day of shoveling ahead, my heart
starts pumping with dreadful excitement, but it doesn't wake me. Instead, it suffuses me with
warmth, and seems to give me energy that feels like hope. No matter how much I hate snow, I
never feel more alive than when I've been shoveling all day. I can't wait to get back out in the
cold. I throwmy arm over Em's chest and sink into silence like a kid falling backward into a
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deep bank ofthe white stuff.
Sometime later, Em begins to thrash and pull at the tubes in his nose; tries to say
something in a hoarse voice.
Then a nurse rushes in and actually screams, and I'm rolling off the bed, saying,
"Sony, so sony. I didn't mean to disturb him."
The nurse gives me a dirty look and pushes me away from the bed.
''No, no, no!" she says loudly, grabbing Em's wrists. "You have to leave those tubes
alone! Do you want me to strap your hands down?"
When I look at Em, his eyes are wideopenwith fear, and he's staring straightat me,
thoughhe's so sick that later hewon't remember thismoment. As the nursepropels me
toward the door, scolding,Em follows us withhis gaze,andwhen I turn to say "I'll be back,'
his eyes meetmine, pleading; andif he seems to besaymg I needyouright now, it's only
becausewe're one flesh, separatedtemporarily by this conditionno medicinecan cure.
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Requiem for an Owl
One warm, windy afternoon in earlyMarch, speeding east by car on a stretch ofold
Highway 30 in rural Iowa, I glimpsed somethingbeckoning from the opposite shoulder: a
ruffled wing raised high like an arm waving for help, the body ofa large, dead bird. Its dun
color blended in with the golden landscape of tall grass left over from winter, but the long,
dark feathers caught my eye unexpectedly with their wild fluttering. I was in deep coimtry,
one side all lowlands too wet for crops; the other, a hilly landscape ofexhausted prairie,
invasive red cedars, vehicle jimkyards, and abandoned farmhouses. An unseasonably warm
wind gusted strongly out of the south, blowing through the car vents with a sumptuous whiff
ofOtter Creek Marsh, a chain ofswampypools between the highway and the Iowa River.
The bird lay before a small creek bridge, fewmiles east ofthe Meskwaki Casino, a big
gamblingjoint ownedby the Sac and Fox tribe,where,minutesbefore, I had pointed out to
the two little girls inmy backseat the longabstract feathers projecting skyward over the
smoked-glass entrance doors. I amnot a gambler, but inmypresentcondition, facedwith an
mimment job loss, I could imagine myhands cupped underan unending stream of silver. Yet
my foot never relaxed itspressure onthe gas. The girls glanced out oftheir windows briefly,
uninterested in the casino, absorbed in their backseat games. We sped past the parking lot full
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ofbuses and cars. Then the road narrowedand swungarounda curve,where to the south lay
woods and smallcompatches, and thoseboxypre-fab houses that signal "reservation,"
thoi^ in this case, the land was theonly Indian-owned settlement inAmerica. Somewhere
between Indian country and the rest of theworld I spotted the greathomedowl.
"Oh, look!" I exclaimed. "A bird."
I'm not an expert, but I knewby the barred feathers and the greatlengthof fluttering
wingwhat it was. Yet even as I spoke, I regretted it, because my daughter andher best friend
were wild about owls, ever since the Harry Potter books. They'IIfreak, I thought, glancing at
them in the rearview mirror.
"Where?" said Jane and Betsy simultaneously, looking out their windows into the
sky.
"Never mind," I said. "Flew away."
I was glad they hadn't seen it.
Over the miles, while the girls had been preoccupied in the back seat, I had seen
plenty ofroad kill, Iowa's grisly harbinger of spring. These bottomland woods watered by the
Iowa River had yielded up winter-weary skunk, possum, coon, deer, muskrat, rabbit, and
squirrel in pursuit of food and mates, only to be flattened on the highway. Disgusting, I
thought, passing one lump of fur after another. I hated to hit anything while driving, going to
dangerous lengths to swerve if an animal crossed my path. Given my dark outlook on the
uncertain status ofmy future, the day's camage seemed an indictment ofAmerica's
barbarism: addictedto cars, and always killingsomewhere. Yet these featherswere the only
ones I had seen. Such a big bird! Unsettled, I shookmyhead.
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Myeyes in therearview mirror behind gold-tinted sunglasses reflected back my own
sour mood.
"Hey, girls,"I said in an attempt at lightness. "What's upwith youbackthere?"
Myvoice was hoarse becauseI was sickwith a springcold.
The two little girls didn't answer. Theywere happilyvocalizingtwo-part harmonyto
a song they'd learned in fifth-grade band: "Ba bumbxmi-bum bxmi."
I was takingmydaughter, Jane, to a figure-skating competition in CedarRapids. Her
best fiiend, Betsy, was along for moral support.
It was almost spring break,and I wasworn out fi:om a semesteroftrying to write
while teaching English composition to under-preparedfirst-year students at Iowa State
University. I had just learnedthat my contractfor the next yearwould not be renewed,and
job prospects were non-existent, because everywherein America, English teachers were
practically worthless.
Yet I was trying to put panic out ofmymind, for Jane's sake. She'd been practicing
for weeks in the high-stakes world ofjuvenile figure skating, and I'd been practicing with
her, taking time out ofmy busy schedule to join her on the ice, despite my almost fifty-year-
old body. Jane's competition was the culmination ofmonths ofwork for both ofus. I wanted
to feel upbeat and positive, modeling calm confidence to my young daughter, who was trying
not to be nervous about her competition performance.
Yet I kept hearing in my mind losing myjob, just lost myjob, lost herjob, loser.
Formiles down the highway, I couldn't get the sight ofthe dead owl's fluttering wing
out ofmymind, but the girls in the back seat remained mercifullyinnocent.
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"Mom, listen. Did you hear us? We were singing 'Let's Go, Band'!"
"Uh-huh," I replied, absently. "I heard you. Soimds good!"
For these girls, best friends, all that was necessary for a successful journey was a
mother in the driver's seat and each other. Yet I felt utterly alone. For the hundredth time in
as many days, I wished I had another adult next to me to share my thoughts and fears with.
As always, when the road seemed imbearably long, I started to daydream.
Thefields were dun^ I enunciated wordlessly. The bird's wing blended in with the
golden landscape.
Arranging the words in my head acted on me like anodyne.
I sat up straighter in the front seat and began to notice the tawny reds and golds of the
grassy terrain. This part of the state, with its hills and valleys along the Iowa River, was no
good for flat-out fencerow-to-fencerow commodity farming, so the swells and swales of tall
grass were grazed by milk cows and a goat herd or two, and dotted with fields that were more
like backyard gardens. The land spokeof poorpeople: no former in Iowaevergot richoff
eightyacres ofcom, fortyofbeans, and a herd oflankyanimals. A few ofthe old farmhouses
werespectacularly dilapidated, withpeeling paint andstaved-in rooflines, theiryards of
churned mud littered with rusting pickups and ancient red orgreen farm implements. Atone
place, a dirty white dog chained to a bare tree lunged madly at the car whenwepassed. Itwas
hard tobelieve anyone inAmerica lived insuch squalor, especially because overhead, the sky
blazed blue as avast mural ofheaven. Aprocession oftowering white clouds marching away
ingrandeur to the horizon's edge completed tiie picture ofinfinity mounted like priceless art
over the cringing prairie below.
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The huge sky over the ruined landscape was one reason why I never wanted to leave
Iowa. Being under this blue heaven made me feel sanctified, holy.
Yet Cedar Rapids was the same grimy city I'd known for decades, with its signature
stench ofburnt cereal from the Quaker Oats food-processing plant. Crossing the 1-380 bridge,
where the tall grain elevators of the factory had their feet practically in the waters of the
Cedar River, the girls exclaimed in horror at the post-apocalyptic vision ofthe towering
chimneys spewing billows ofwhite particles into the blue sky.
"Ewww! It stinks!" said Jane. "What is it?"
"That's where they make food," I replied. "Stuff to eat."
"I don't want to eat anything made in a place like that!" Jane exclaimed. "Do we have
to eat that food. Mom?"
"Never," I reassuredher. "Don't worryabout it. That factory is ownedby Pepsi."
"Oh," Jane sighed in relief "Thanks, Mom."
I smiled.
Janewasa ten-year-old athlete withhighnutrition demands anda picky appetite. She
had a healthy horror ofjunkfood in all itsguises, including the popular breakfast cereals
manufactured byQuaker Oats, which was owned by the many-tentacled Pepsico company.
Jane hadnever drunk Pepsi. She scomed kids whose dependence onsugared soft drinks made
them soft and sluggish.
Beinghermotherfelt good, especially when shemademe smile.
"Hey, girls, we're onvacation," I caroled. "It'smy party, and I'll smile if I want to!"
"Smile if I want to!" the girls retumed in unison.
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It was our own version of the old, familiar song.
We checked into the Marriott hotel with a group of skating families, ordinary
Midwestemerslike ourselves, there to supportour children. Busyunpackingwith Jane and
Betsy, andthenshepherding them between hotel floors, splashing in thepool, andvisiting
friends, I forgot my ownmisery, though onceor twice, meeting up withotherparents, some
of whom mightbe in a positionto hireme, I wastempted tomention that I needed a job. But
something held me back.
That night in the hotel bar, Blaine, a pub owner frombackhome, picked up our tab
for margaritasand beer, while Bob, the newspaper executive, regaledus with stories about
his old rodeo days in Texas. DeAim, crippledwith premature arthritis, recollected her
encounter with the famous rock-and-roll band. It was obvious no one wanted to talk about the
real world outside the hotel. I sipped my margarita and laughed at the cowboy's stories,
twinkling my eyes at him imtil he was fairly dazzled.
Jane, Betsy, and the daughters ofother skating parents spent hours riding up and
down between floors with a gang ofyoung boys in baggy jerseys and shorts who were in
town for a basketball tournament. We adults in the bar watched the glassed-in elevator ascend
and descend, nodding at each other with rueful pride, basking in the security ofa carefree
weekend in five-star hotel while our high-spirited children ran wild.
It's all about them, we said.
Therewas somethingcalmingabout effacing myselfbehindthe presenceofthe girls
in my charge, as ifmy own nature couldbe knownby the bloom on their cheeks and the
brilliance of theireyes. I wasonvacation, emptied ofworries. Despite myruimy nose and
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sore eyes, I began to feel much better. Catchingmyreflection in hotel mirrors, I imagined I
looked youthfiil myself.
The next day,with Jane's suitcasefull ofgear,we shuttledbetween the hotel and the
skating rink, where flocks of young girls in spangled dresses awaited theirturnon the ice.
Jane waspoised andradiant in pinkvelvet, withtinywhite roses in herFrench-braided
blonde hair. She skated a solid program in the compulsories, executing a gracefiil, near-
perfecttwo-foot spinat the end.As it happened, she tooksecondplace, so we celebrated with
an extra-longbrunch afterwards, and a leisurely check-outtime. Leavingthe Marriott in early
afternoon, Jane with her medal around her neck was on cloud nine, and so was her best
friend. For the time being, I, too, had forgotten my troubles—or at least pushed them
temporarily out ofmind. I was feeling what it was like to be an animal in springtime,
surfeited with fresh air, sunshine, and the health ofgood living. Wordlessly alert, I fell into a
contented reverie while the miles flew by under the tires of the car as we sped toward home.
It was another windy, gusty day. Grass fires had started to bum all over the state,
sparked by burning trash, cigarettes, or misguided attempts to torch the tall, tangled dry
bluestem in the drainage ditches by the roadsides. Somewhere west ofEldorado township we
saw a fire burning out ofcontrol along one ofthe crushed-rock roads leading north into
farming countiy. The southwest wind licked the flames into a long tongue ofdestruction that
flickered rapidly through the grassymargin ofthe field, blackening the land in its wake. Soon
thewall of flamewouldleapoverthe top of the no-till com stubble trying to keep the soil
fromblowing away, heading for a woody fencerow that on this hot,windyday, mightgo up
in a blaze.
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Theburning grass made me remember stories I'd heard of the early Iowasettlers'
terror of fires that swept across thousands of acres, destroying everything in theirwake. More
apocryphal talestoldof Indians andanimals running before blazes ignited bylightning
strikes. I turned on the radio and heard reportsofa 4,000 acre fire burning in the southwest
partofthe state. Rocketing westward in the lateaftemoon through thewindy haze that
buffeted mylitde sedan, I almost passed thebirdagain without seeing it.Again, it wasthe
longwing, with its outspread fanof feathers likea beckoning hand, that caught mydreaming
attention.
"Girls, I'm pulling over!" I exclaimed impulsively.
I stomped the brakeand steered ontothe graveled shoulder. The car cameto a rattling
stop, and I immediatelystarted backingup, lookingbackwards. "I'm stopping. Do you know
why?"
"No," replied Jane apprehensively. "Are we being naughty?"
I was the kind ofdriver and also the kind ofmother who brooked no nonsense from
traveling children.
*T>Jo, no," I said distractedly. "Look behind us. It's a bird. A dead bird. I think it's an
owl."
"Oh, no!" Jane screamed.
She twisted in her seat, unbuckling the belt so she could kneel and look out the rear
window. Catching sight of the bird, she burst into loud, sobbing cries.
"No," moaned Betsy, turning.
I stopped the car and swung the door open. I was in a dangerous spot, right next to the
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bridge abutment, where it was possible Imight be hit by a careless driver veering through the
narrow passage. Leaving thecar running, I dodged back to the carcass of the bird. The
creature layon its side withitsbeak pointing north and its left wing flapping in the
southwesterly wind.
I knelt down, my heart pumping hard in my chest.
I tookin at a glance thematted, tousled feathers, thewing with its long, ragged
feathers straining in the air. When I touched it, thewing fell down suddenly, brushing against
myarm andhand like thefingers ofa corpse. I stumbled back with a sharp sound, dimly
awareofthe two girls' facespeering throughthe backwindowofthe car, my daughter's
mouth distorted in a howl.
When I tried to pick the bird up, it jumped out ofmyhands, floppingover again on
the roadside, as if trying to flap into the ditch. Its bodywas both warm and slippery in some
strange way I couldn't define.
"Jesus Christ," I exclaimed. The bird lay motionless where it fell.
"Is it alive?" cried Jane.
By this time, she and Betsy had the back door open on the passenger's side, nearest
the ditch.
I was instantly alert to their danger.
"No," I said. "Get back in the car."
I was trying to sound calmer than I felt. "Give me that grocery sack."
"Why, Mom? What are you doing?"
"Picking up the bird," I said. "Can you give me that bag?"
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Leaning into the back seat,I started transferring cookies, apples, and smalltoys from
the brown paper grocery sack to the back window.
"I'm taking it home. Fm going to put it in the trunk."
I ducked around to the driver's seat and turned off the car, taking the keys from the
ignition.Maybe it was crazy to pick up road kill, but I felt as ifI'd come upon the bodyofa
very small person. I couldn't bear the thought of leaving it by the side ofthe road.
"Why, Mom? Why are you picking up the owl? Why?"
"Because," I said. "Because it just doesn't seem right to leave it here like worthless
garbage. It's dead. We should take it home and give it a proper fimeral."
"Oh, you're right," said Jane, sounding relieved through her tears. "Poor owl!"
Usually I cany a pair ofold leather gloves in the car, but they'd been left back at
home on the porch. Bare-handed, I scooped the limp bird up from the dirt. Its strong, hooked
beak was half-open, its fiirry gray legs fully extended with long talons curled as if trying to
hang to something that had slipped away. Tufled horns in feathery disarray over tightly-
closed eyes X-ed out like a dead cartoon character's gave an eerie countenance ofoutrage to
the owl's expressive face.
I had expected its body to be stiff, but instead it was limp. And I had expected it to
smell bad, knowing that it had lain by the roadsidefor at least two days.Yet despite the warm
weather, only the dusty smell of feathers cameoff the dead bird.With somedifficulty, I
worked the largewings and body into the paperbag and folded the top downonce. Opening
the trunk. I placedthe bag in one comer, away from the suitcases, backpacks, andduffelbags.
My feelings were in a tumult as I hopped back into the driver's seat, revved the
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engine, and gunned away from the bridge.
"Look out the windows, giris." I said. "Remember this spot! This is where some
careless driver hit that owl. Looks like it was hunting. I'll bet it swooped down over the road
and someone killed it."
"Yup," said Jane solemnly. "Some crazy driver. Youwouldn't ever a hit an owl,
would you, Mom?"
"Not me," I said. "I wouldn't want to hit that owl."
I tried to imagine the huge bird hitting the windshield at sixty-five miles an hour. The
idea made me shiver involuntarily.
"Me, either," said Jane solemnly, after a moment.
She and Betsy fell silent, thinking.
I looked out mywindow.To the southwas OtterCreekMarsh again, its swampy
pools glittering through the trees in the late-aftemoon sun. Beyondweremorewoods, the
Iowa River, and the Mesquakie settlement. To the north lay a few small fanns nestled in the
hillylandaroimd the small towns ofTama andToledo. Itwasowlcountry, withtall trees
along thewater's edge andgood hunting in all the fields. Imagining the owlgliding over the
road, I felt a surge ofhot, helpless anger. The carnage onthehighways was supposed to be
outside ourmoral compass for some reason I could never quite remember, butwhat it came
down towas thatyou were above reproach if you killed anowl with your car. Yet thebirds
were protected bythe Federal government: youcould not legally kill one, noreven ownits
feathers. I knew that.
But I picked the bird up anyway, because inthat moment, nothing seemed more
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shameful than to zip by, miconcemed.
"I wonder ifwe shouldgivethis bird to the Indians," I said impulsively, aswe passed
bytheMesquakie Casino. Only a fewmiles down theroad, I'd begun to havesecond
thoughts. I could just see myselfgetting pulled over by a state trooper with a contraband owl
in the trunk.
'Wo," said Jane. "That's a bad idea. We found it. It's up to us to have the funeral."
"You're right," I saidwith a smile. Being Jane's mother mademe feel good. We
zoomed through the flats past the casinoandup again into the smokyhills.
As it turned out, when we got home, Jane was strangely reluctant to even lay eyes on
the dead owl, and truth to tell, so was 1.1 felt absurd and crazy with the body ofa large dead
creature in the trunk next to my daughter's suitcase full of spangled skating dresses. So
we left the paper bag alone in the trunk for several hours after we'd removed everything else
from the car. Then Jane and Betsy ran off to play.
I thought briefly ofpopping the bag with the bird in it into the deep freeze, but I found
the idea strangely disturbing and quickly dismissed it. Finally, reluctantly, I lifted the folded-
over paper bag out ofthe trunk and carried it onto the back porch, handling it with my old
leather gloves. I took some trash out to the bin by the driveway. When I came back, our cats
were on the back porch. Star, the most persistent, jumped up next to the paper bag and
yowled plaintively. I hissed and shooed them away. It was obvious I was going to have do
something with the owl. I took some old newspapers off a shelf and layered them on the
floor.
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I gentlyunfolded the top of the bagand shook it lightly until the owl slidout.
For a longmoment, my gorge rose,andI felt suffocated in thewarm, closeair of the
porch.
It was all nervous reaction. The bird didn't really smell. I took a cautious breath and
knelt down close. When I went to smooth the feathers on its wing, a huge black insect leapt
from the body, skitteredacrossmyhand and arm, fell to the floor, and disappeared under the
newspapers.
"Jesus," I ejaculated, jumping back. Death beetle. Its unseen presencemade my skin
crawl.
Gingerly, I leaned over and rolled the bird onto its back.
Its face was cast in a perfect scowl, lightened somehow by the X-ed out eyes, as ifthe
bird had died in amused, incredulous ire at its own absurd fate.
I spread out the two wings, and their span was more or less like my own, some five-
and-a-half feet. The legs were stumps, covered vsdth soft, mousy gray fur.
The long, curved talons were wickedly sharp.
I positioned the wing feathers carefully, noting the fine serration at their tips. Neither
wing was broken. I touched the soft brown and white breast and neck feathers. No blood. The
body that had looked so rumpled and dirty out on the highwaywas actually quite clean,
glossyand slippery-softto the touch.Now I understood why the bird had slid so easily from
my bare hands when I tried to pick it up from the side ofthe road. Its feathers were as silky as
my young daughter's hair.
"Wow," I said out loud. "Healthy."
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I squattedthere a moment in silent contemplation ofthe bird.
Then,sighing, I carefully folded the longwings and slipping one handunderits back,
turned the owl over gentlyas a baby, supporting its breast in the palm ofmy other hand.
That was when I saw the hole in the back of its head, down low, near the neck, the
shapeand size of a .22 slug. I had seenthatkindof holebefore. I knewwhat it was.The
bullet had struck the back ofthe bird's skull, and then glanced offthe bone, probably
stunning it before it fell down dead.
The bird's outraged expression made perfect sense.
Then I noticed the tail feathers had been completely ripped out.
I had heard that owl tail feathers were much coveted by collectors. Faux shaman used
them to make smudge fans for cleansing rituals. Or people in onlme owl fan clubs traded
them illegally on the Internet. Sickened and stunned, I sat back on my heels, letting the bird
slip out ofmy hands to the floor.
Probably the Federal law against owning owl feathers had produced its own black
market. It was the kind ofentrepreneurial sideline like methamphetamine production or
gambling that supplemented the livelihoods ofcertain barely-surviving lowans. After all,
where Pd found the bird was deep country, filled with poor people.
Shot in the back of the head!
Was it more or less degrading than getting hit by a car?
I realized the bird's body had probably been dumped by the bridge to make it look
like road kill, the perfect cover for this kind ofcrime.
I let the owl lie in peace for another halfhour, while I worked at digging a grave.
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Knowing that the birdhadbeenshotand that the tail feathers weremissing mademe even
moreanxious to get rid of it. Luckily, the ground out bymycompost pit was thawed. I
ditheredaround collectingthings to put in the hole: a bit ofred ribbon, a roxmd stone from
Vermont, a length ofmuslin in yellowand gold print, a handful ofseeds. I wrappedthe owl
in the cloth, then loweredthe bodyand knelt down to arrangeits effects.Withmy head
bowed, I whispereda few words, someof themhard-hearted and raging against the owl's
killer.
Then I stood up.
"Fly free," I said.
I really meant it.
It wasn't religion, it was a heartfelt prayer for something bigger than myself.
I buried the owl deep and packed down the soil, then placed three large rocks over the
grave: one white, one red, one black.
After burying the bird, I went into the house, washed my hands, and started to write:
Dun color blended into the landscape.
Wingfeathers wavingfor help.
Shot in the back ofthe head
Something hot twisted in my chest, and I stopped typing.
I got up and walked aimlessly in circles, moving from one room to another while my
thoughts churned fiiriously.
How ridiculous to write about road kill!
Who cared about an owl?
Besides, no one would ever believe it had been shot in the back ofthe head! It was too
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crazy.
I feltan overpowering urge to runoutside anddigup thebirdI hadjust buried, to look
at the bulletwoundagain like a ghoulish amateur forensic pathologist disinterring a murder
victim to ascertain the cause of death.
I left thewritingopenonmy desktop, but I couldn't touchit formorethan a week.
Then I started researchinggreat homed owls, but I had to stopwhen I realizedone aftemoon
that I was sobbing uncontrollably over a 1938 Smithsonianbulletin on Bubo virginianus.
I was not going to cry over road kill.
Absurd as it seemed, I was going through some kind ofgriefprocess.
My mood lightened when, doing more research for the piece ofwriting I thought I
was doing, I talked to JonathanBuffalo, the Mesquakie tribal historian on the phone. I told
him all about the dead owl, said I was writing about it.
I asked a few questions about owls in his culture, but he didn't really need much
priming to get started.
"Listen," he said carefully, "owls in general are very wise birds. But we don't use owl
feathers."
"I understand," I said. "I knew that from doing research, but I wanted to hear it from
you."
"In the owl world, he's the wise one. You know, the owl world is different from yours
and mine. I'm talking about the animal world."
"Yes," I said. "Go on. Do you mind ifI write this down?"
"When the animals get together, even the birds, the owl is the voice ofcaution. That's
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his nature. He signals reason, youknow. Beingcareful. Thinking thingsthrough."
"Yes?"
"Haveyou everheardpeoplesaythatwe Indians don't want to be around owls?"
"Yeah, I think I read that on the hitemet."
"Well, the non-Indian public interprets that as 'owls are evil'—but that's not true.
Owls are wise and all-knowing. They know the past and the future. We humans don't want to
know about the past and thefuture sometimes, so we're afraid of the owl. The owl's not an
evil spirit. It's not about good or evil."
I murmured something incoherent.
I was busy writing, but the words were flowing over me like silky feathers, impossible
to hold.
"We have a lot ofowls on the settlement. Little screech owls. Hooting owls."
"Great homed owls, like the one I found?"
"Yeah, we have those. We have lots of those. You know, we don't want to run into
one ofthose at night." Jonathan Buffalo paused for dramatic effect, then said, "Like
especially ifyou're driving."
I laughed.
I thought again about the owl hitting the windshield, then I remembered the missing
tail feathers. I shivered.
"We respect the owl in its own way. The owl is like a wise old person. Sometimes the
owl has a third way, a different perspective. Know what I mean?"
"I know what you mean," I said.
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Iwas thmking about this kind ofsacred talk, this speech that spoke ofmany things
without sayinganythingat all.
"Innature, theowl'srole is something like what you might call 'wise
communicator.'"
The inverted commas inthe tone ofJonatiian Buffalo's voice made me realize that the
tribal historian was giving me apartially ironic interpretation ofsomething meaningful to
him, which made me smile.
It's like being inanother country, talking to Indians. They often feel the need to
belabor the obvious, as ifwe whites are exasperatinglynaive.
"I understand," I said.
Over spring break, painting bucolic rural scenery on flat props for Jane's upcoming
patriotic-themed spring ice-skating show, I daydreamed about owls. Iwas afraid Imight turn
into one ofthose owl enthusiastswho collectsceramicowls and owlmugs, andwears owl T-
shirts and owl ests everywhere. I'd bea crazy old lady, getting offthegambling bus at the
Mesquakie Casino wearing a sweatshirt with abig owl embroidered onthe front. Maybe I
should findsomeone to talk about myowl encounter, before it changedmylifecompletely.
Maybe thebird's existence was de^aded and meaningless, unless my own life was
changed by it somehow.
One afternoon, I told oneof the artists painting flatswithme that I wasworking on an
essay, andwhen sheasked what it wasabout, I toldherit wasabout road kill.
ThenI told her it was abouta greathomedowl,a big oneI'd pickedup by the sideof
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the road.
The other pamter looked at me blankly, as ifexpecting me to supply more information
before deciding how to politely react. I turned and dabbed some more paint on my flat.
"So I'm writing about it," I said lamely.
I still hadn't reached any conclusions.
In the end, itwas impossible to wrap everything up neatly. Sure, Iwas afraid ofthe
past and the future. Iprobably needed some kmd ofmessage, too. Maybe Iwas supposed to
be cautious, or maybe throw all caution to the winds. And maybe Iwas just plain crazy for
having an illegal bird buried in my back yard. Life in Iowa could do that to you. But no
matter whether I ever found my happy ending, I gained a small, secret piece ofknowledge
that still makes me feel hopeful: somewhere on the despoiled prairie ofmy homeland, down
aroimd the hidian settlement on the IowaRiver, where thewmdblows through burning
grasses, another great homed owlis hunting tonight.
